CENTRAL PROVINCE

INITIATE FORMATION
1. INTRODUCTION

“HE SET HIS FACE TO GO TO JERUSALEM.”
Luke 9: 51)

Congratulations to you as you set out on your journey as a future
Dominican. Congratulations are in order when you successfully end
your journey but, also, when you begin. Without a start the race cannot
be won. “Let us run with perseverance the race that is set before us,
looking to Jesus the pioneer and perfector of our faith, who for the sake
of the joy that was set before him endured the cross.” (Heb. 12: 2)
Our journey, our race, is a life project; one that continues all our life.
Keep in mind that where we are in the race is not as important as the
fact that we are in the race. One day we can say with Paul, “I have
finished the race, I have kept the faith.” (2 Tim. 4: 7) Our journey into
the Dominican Life can and will be a very enriching journey, filled with
prayer, study, community and mission. Enjoy it.
INTRODUCTION
An introduction is always the way to begin a friendship when two or
more meet. It is especially important when the Initiate and the
Formation Director meet in the beginning of their training. The Initiate
desires to know and understand just exactly what the Lay Dominican
Order is all about; the Formation Director is anxious to learn who this
new Initiate is. What are the hopes, expectations, and needs of the
Initiate?
The Initiate wonders:
 Can a lay person really be a member of an Order?
 Tell me about the Dominican Order and St. Dominic.
 What are the mottos and symbols of the Order?
 What are the phases and times of Formation
 What happens at a Chapter Meeting?
 And?
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The Formation Director wonders (non-obtrusively):
 Tell me about yourself.
 What parish are you in and what activities do you participate in?
 Tell me about your prayer life.
 How did you find out about us?
 What has attracted you to the Dominicans?
 What do you expect to get out of a Dominican vocation?
 Any questions or concerns?

VERITAS

CONTEMPLARI ET ALIIS CONTEMPLATA
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RESOURCES
NOTE: Make up a Chapter Brochure for the Initiate/Inquirer containing a
synopsis of Dominicana. See ‘Inquirer’ section on top of ‘Provincial Formation’
page on website (laydominicancentral.org) for sample ‘Brochure 1 & 2’ and adapt
for your Chapter/Group.
 “Can Dominicans Really Be Lay People?” by Vivian Gilbreth
[SEE ATTACHED FOR COPY TO READ]
 An excellent source for the Formation Director is Dominicana: a Guidebook
for Inquirers This book is available from the Western Province for about
$16.
 Here is an excellent website with a page devoted to the Laity:
http://www.domlife.org - click on ‘Laity’
 The introduction in the book Praying with Dominic has a brief biography
of St. Dominic.
 Dominican Mottos and Symbols by Suzanne Noffke OP, 2008
www.racinedominicans.org
 Discuss the Four Pillars of the Dominican Order: Prayer; Study;
Community; and Mission
 Consult the Rule for the phases of formation: Initiate (6 months);
Candidacy I (1 year); Candidacy II (3 years): Final Profession.
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Vivian Gilbreth:
Can Dominicans Really Be Lay People?
Since the vocation to follow the charism of a saint is not the same as a
vocation to a state of life, association with a religious order does not preclude
authentic lay life.
Ms. Gilbreth, resident of Irving, Texas, makes her living in the business world. Since 1976
she has been a very active member of the Dominican Laity, locally and nationally. She is
also a consultant to the Justice and Peace Office of the diocese of Dallas.

An exciting age challenges us by a new human consciousness in secular society and in the
church to articulate new identities and relationships. The emergence of the laity in contemporary
Catholicism is part of a global movement -- an eruption of common, ordinary people as shapers
of history. Lay persons are emerging within Christianity as determining Christian history and
articulating Christian spiritual experience on an unprecedented scale.
Precisely what, however, is the unique value of the lay vocation in the church, and how does
Vatican II describe it? How does belonging to the Dominican order develop the lay vocation
described by Vatican II?
Vatican II's Constitution on the Church says the special role of the laity is characterized precisely
by their secular nature and by their apostolate within the ordinary circumstances of life:
The laity are given this special vocation: to make the Church present and fruitful in those places
and circumstances where it is only through them that she can become the salt of the earth. Thus,
every layperson, through those gifts given to him or her, is at once the witness and the living
instrument of the mission of the Church itself.(1)
Thus, the laity's proclamation of Christ by word and the testimony of life "acquires a specific
property and peculiar efficacy because it is accomplished in the ordinary circumstances of the
world" (CC 35). All Christians are "in but not of the world," and yet the laity are in a unique
position to "contribute to the sanctification of the world as from within, like leaven" (CC 31).
"This is the special work and responsibility of lay people that no one else can ever properly
supply for them . . . many cannot hear the Gospel and come to acknowledge Christ except
through the laypeople they associate with."(2)
In their commemoration of the fifteenth anniversary of the Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity,
the U.S. Catholic bishops noted that the laity feel themselves "called to exercise the same mature
interdependence and practical self-direction which characterize them in other areas of life" and
that "adulthood implies knowledge, experience and awareness, freedom and responsibility, and
adult mutuality in relationships."(3) The laity's secular way of being in the world complements
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the religious and clerical states; and "adult mutuality in relationships" with clergy and religious,
when it happens, benefits the whole church.
One reason for the lack of adult maturity in the laity has been the absence of a sufficiently
developed lay spirituality in the church. A spirituality focused on the sanctification of the secular
order is just as important as one focused on the institutional church. Most people need a
spirituality that makes a prayer of their daily experience, that recognizes what they do as
valuable to the creation of the reign of God, and that allows them to reflect on the meaning of
what they do every day.(4)
Unfortunately, many people who have taken to heart the message of the gospel and the spirit of
Vatican II and who desire a more intense following of Christ find that the spiritual, intellectual,
and apostolic life in many parishes does not encourage these needs and aspirations, and so they
become frustrated in the call to maturity and coresponsibility in the church. Some find in the lay
branches of religious orders the encouragement and method needed for spiritual, intellectual, and
apostolic growth. They find rich resources of the heritage of the church and of community not
available on the parish level. They find in the orders a focus and discipline for spiritual growth, a
unified vision in the order's charism, and a structured identity with a spiritual family in a living
tradition in the church. Thus nourished, they can then become more effective in the parish and in
the church at large, exercising the "prophetic role which is given to the laity."(5)
CALL TO FOLLOW A CHARISM
Some may object that belonging to a religious order actually draws lay persons away from their
authentic vocation described by Vatican II. Does it not make lay people into "mini religious"?
The answer lies in the difference between post-Tridentine and post-Vatican II concepts of the
laity. To many people in the post-Tridentine church, it seems the religious state was perceived as
the highest calling, and only priests and religious were called to seriously pursue holiness and the
apostolate. The contemplative or apostolic life was not for the laity, whose job was to raise
families and money. The next best thing the laity could do was join a "third order" and
approximate the religious state, including a spirituality for religious, which, although
inappropriate for laity, was the only choice. The adaptation of this spirituality to lay life was
awkward but functional; and although many lay persons achieved sanctity by that means, it
nevertheless supplied for a missing theology and spirituality of the laity, which is only now
beginning to develop from a new appreciation of the lay vocation.
An important distinction must be made between the vocation to a life-style (marriage, single,
religious) and the vocation to a particular charism within the church (a deep identity with the
spirit and charism of an order). One can receive, for example, the grace of the Dominican
vocation without being called to religious life or the priesthood; but neither does one have to be a
Dominican to be a priest or religious. They are separate vocations. There are two distinct calls:
one to a way of life, and one to a particular spiritual family or charism. Both religious and laity
receive these two calls in their respective lives. The grace and strength of the Dominican
vocation is just as real for lay persons as for religious, and they are graced with the same
Dominican charism within their lay state of life. The careful process of vocation discernment and
formation is just as essential for secular as for religious Dominicans. Lay Dominicans make
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profession to the master of the order, and the graces of commitment by profession and of the
contemplative and apostolic life are as powerfully real for Dominican laity as for Dominican
religious. There are even specific charisms within the lay Dominican vocation, such as lay
contemplatives and lay preachers. The living out of the Dominican charism is not limited to
institutional religious life; the Dominican life is no less fully lived as a lay secular experience.
The elements of prayer, study, preaching, and community life are real and effective in lay
Dominican life, even though these elements are lived out in the context of secular, rather than
religious, institutions.
For Dominican lay people, the proclamation of the gospel is manifest in both ecclesial and nonecclesial circumstances, but mostly in the "ordinary circumstances" and structures of society
which constitute secular existence in the world. Preaching the truth of the gospel by the witness
of one's life and by word happens constantly for committed lay Dominicans in the business and
professional world, and in social, family, political, ecumenical, and leisure groups. It is in these
places that the laity physically and spiritually feed the hungry, clothe the naked, strengthen the
weak, bandage the wounded, cure the sick, raise the dead, seek the lost, and preach the good
news. The former master of the order, Father de Couesnongle, said: "Dominican laity are not
members of a pious movement, purely spiritual. Their vocation is an essentially apostolic
vocation, like that of the brothers and sisters . . . and real cooperation needs to be established
between the religious and laity of the Order by some structural participation in apostolic
activities, in co-responsibility . . . [for] Dominican life is either apostolic or it is non-existent."(6)
With special emphasis on preaching, the apostolic life is the charism of Dominic. It is this
apostolic life that is being rediscovered and lived anew by Dominic's family, and is the perennial
source of attraction for Dominican laity who have "fallen in love with the idea of the Order"
(Tugwell).
Dominic was given the "office of the Word." The Dominican approach to the apostolic life is
reflected in the elements of the charism which all branches of the order share: the love for truth
and its serious study, especially in Scripture; the pursuit of the contemplative life from which the
Word is born in the soul; loyalty to the church and the vicar of Christ; the joyfulness of faith and
creative openness to the Holy Spirit; and community life bonded by the shared charism and
overflowing in the preaching of the word of God. These elements of the charism are shared
equally by the Dominican laity who live and express them in the secular state of their Dominican
vocation and find in them the effective means for all the people of God to grow in holiness and
love.
THE DOMINICAN LAY RULE
Dominic founded his order in response to the need of the people of God to hear the word
preached. The thirteenth century saw the rise both of the mendicant orders and of a lay apostolic
spirituality based on Christ's apostolic commission to his seventy-two disciples: a return to
gospel poverty and an urgent need to proclaim with power the gospel demands for conversion
(Luke 10:1-20). The religious aspirations of the people needed to be met within the church, and
the gospel needed to be proclaimed intelligently and sensitively. A conflict arose, however,
which pivoted on the right of lay people to preach. The issue of lay preaching was in effect
squelched, but the movement toward a radical, evangelical life-style persisted. The apostolic life,
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rediscovered in the Gospels, offered an alternative to monastic spirituality; and many lay people
inspired by the gospel ideal sought support and encouragement from the innovative friars who
based their whole life on it. The prudence and interest of the friars were able to channel these lay
people's energy into an order of penance where their zeal received spiritual direction and some
formation.
In 1285 the master of the Dominican order assured the laity's association with the order under the
friars' jurisdiction in the formulation of the first lay rule. However, in response to the general
lack of education and the dangers of heresy inherent in the times, this rule in effect reinstated the
monastic ideal of holiness as the norm for the lay branch of the order. The inestimable value of
monastic practices for spiritual development cannot be questioned; but because of its somewhat
different focus, the monastic ideal was not adequate for a lay apostolic spirituality. The lay
branch was considered a true branch of the order, united to its life and mission; but, with notable
exceptions such as Catherine of Siena, the lay branch's full intellectual and apostolic potential
was not realized because of the problems of the period.
In 1923 the rule was modified to conform to the 1918 Code of Canon Law. The language
changed, but the essentially monastic spirituality remained; again, the rule was written entirely
by the friars for lay members. Paternalism was strengthened, and the ideal became that of the
Tridentine religious congregation -- not that of Dominic, Catherine, and the apostolic life. With
the exception of some illustrious groups, such as the New York Dominican tertiaries under Fr.
Francis Wendell, O.P., the next fifty years held essentially no change; and, although many lay
Dominicans achieved sanctity under this rule, the lack of a developed lay spirituality can
nevertheless be seen throughout the rule's history.
In 1967 the rule was revised once more with input from the laity and was put on an experimental
basis for six-year intervals. In 1980 the first U.S. National Dominican Laity Council was held in
Oakland, California, at St. Albert's Priory, where representatives from all four U.S. provinces
discussed the rule in light of the needs of our times and what was happening in various parts of
the country. It was agreed that there is indeed "new wine" but we need "new wineskins."
DESIRES OF DOMINICAN LAITY
The period since the 1980 meeting of the Dominican Laity Council in Oakland has been one of
effort to rediscover the essentials of the Dominican charism for contemporary needs and observe
the signs of the times in order to discern the most effective forms the "new wineskins" might
take. In the lay branch of the order, the instruments for renewal do exist, not as built-in elements
of the rule, as in the friars' constitutions, but in the documents of Vatican II, in the experimental
1976 rule, in the friars' constitutions, in the Acts of the General Chapters of 1968 to the present,
in the continuing statements of the masters of the order, and in the needs of the people
themselves.
As the Dominican Laity Council has listened and observed, one of the most revealing factors has
been the characteristics of many lay Dominicans in the U.S. which reflect the maturing laity in
the church at large.
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1. They are looking for real community of faith and sharing. They come from a secular
world where this is happening in many groups, such as prayer groups, study, catechetical,
hospital, university, or political groups, where they have experienced true friendship and
genuine warmth in the presence of Christ in each other. They are willing to risk the
intimacy of sharing themselves and prayer together at a deep human level, and they are
looking for strong forms of community in the order. The Dominican family attracts them
in concept, but so far only rarely in its present reality.
2. They hunger for study, especially for Scripture. The sound study of Scripture is one of
the surest tests of our credibility as Dominicans, and they know that renewal in the
church and the order comes from study of Scripture, study of the signs of the times, study
of the founder, and openness to the Spirit. Karl Barth says theology is done with the Bible
in one hand and the newspaper in the other. These people are very aware of this, as they
seek to find gospel answers to the urgent problems of contemporary society.
3. They express deep interest in prayer: contemplative, communal, liturgical, and what
former Master de Couesnongle calls the "prayer of the streets and the newspapers." Their
prayer is less devotional and more scriptural.
4. They seek simplicity of life-style. They are attracted by that voluntary poverty of the
gospel -- that of "no walking staff, traveling bag, or sandals." Poverty and preaching are
inseparable. Poverty gives clout to the message and is a terrible sign of authenticity.
5. They desire a rediscovery of the true meaning of Catholic tradition in the church and in
the order. They find in the essentials of Catholicism the rich heritage of faith and practice
of centuries of spiritual wisdom, the eternal beauty which St. Augustine praises as "ever
ancient, ever new." Their attempt to rediscover and restore essential Catholic tradition
must not, however, be confused with the champions of a frantic orthodoxy or "the singleminded mania of the self-professed 'Traditionalists' who wish to restore the status quo
ante 1960."(7) Rather, they wish to rediscover the essentials of the gospel, of the heritage
of the church, and of St. Dominic and his apostolic mission, and to manifest that mission
to the contemporary world.
6. The General Chapter of Quezon City urged the universal order to find new places and
new ways of preaching. This challenge of new ways and places of preaching has a direct
relevance for Dominican laity who live in a society that has for the most part either
rejected institutional religion or is grasping at fundamentalism. At the Dominican Family
Symposium in Bologna, the master of the order was insistent that only candidates
committed to the apostolate be accepted as lay Dominicans. The need to go beyond the
traditional parish and classroom is evident, and many lay Dominicans are already
involved in often surprising lay preaching apostolates within the very circumstances of
their lives.
Vatican II says that "among the tasks of this apostolate [that is, renewal of the temporal order],
Christian social action is pre-eminent. The Council desires to see it extended today to every
sector of life, not forgetting the cultural" (DAL 7). The laity are called to evangelize secular
culture from within it. In 1976 Pope Paul VI, in Evangelization in the Modern World, made it
clear that evangelization is not limited to formal preaching or ecclesial ministries, but identifies
the scope of evangelization with the transformation of humanity: "It is a question not only of
preaching the Gospel in ever wider geographic areas or to ever greater numbers of people, but
also of affecting and as it were upsetting, through the power of the Gospel, humankind's criteria
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of judgment, determining values, points of interest, lines of thought, sources of inspiration and
models of life, which are in contrast with the word of God and the plan of salvation."(8)
WHERE DOMINICAN LAITY MINISTER
Some lay Dominicans are, or have been, on the "fringes" of the institutional church and are part
of an emerging new Catholic "intelligentsia" who are unknown or invisible to the institutional
church leadership, but whose influence in the secular world is strongly Catholic in substance if
not in explicit definition. Tugwell reminds us that Dominic was "passionately devoted to the
Church and to the truth of the Gospel, but also sensitive to the real values which could be found
in movements on or beyond the fringe of the official Church."(9)
Lay Dominicans are involved in cultural-transformation ministries, such as artists, writers, and
scholars at secular as well as Catholic universities; medical professionals who have direct
Catholic influence on medical ethical values; Catholic lawyers working for the poor and
minorities; ministry to victims of violence; ministers in the gay community, especially to those
struggling with self-acceptance and the church's teachings; builders of grassroots justice-andpeace communities; political educators among minorities; and always those many who labor at
tasks in the marketplace and professions who preach the good news in subtler ways.
There are also lay Dominicans who work more directly with the institutional church in such
capacities as members of diocesan justice and peace commissions, diocesan retreat directors,
journalists and media specialists, associates of Dominican preaching teams, lay advisors to the
NCCB, parish RCIA directors and eucharistic ministers, adult education specialists, lay
contemplatives gifted with apostolic prayer and inner healing, and those gifted with promoting
relationships among the Dominican family itself.
At the Bologna Dominican Family Symposium, in addition to new ways of preaching, the master
of the order encouraged new models of Dominican community and new forms of commitment.
The order and the National Dominican Laity Council are seeing new forms of community life
and new forms of relationship and commitment to the order among new groups, especially those
which are in dialog with other branches of the Dominican family. Surely, "new wineskins" will
emerge that will benefit the whole Dominican family as we become more truly brothers and
sisters in the service of the Word. Tugwell reminds us that "Dominic was not primarily
concerned to find a way of life which would be convenient or even safe for himself, nor was he
concerned to realize any dream of his own perfection: what he wanted was to preach the Gospel
where it was needed most, in whatever way would make it most effective."(10) A recent event
which reflects this spirit was the meeting of the first Southern Province USA Dominican Laity
Council in November, 1984, at Rosaryville retreat center in Louisiana. There, representatives
from traditional chapters and from a variety of new informal groupings from all over the South
came together and shared what the Holy Spirit is doing among them. They explored possibilities
for new forms of relationship and commitment to the order from a common vision of the urgent
needs of the church and society today. They experienced a bonding in the recognition of
something new being born among them in this sharing -- something which is also happening in
the order in other places of the world. They dared to create minimal facilitating structures as the
Holy Spirit leads them in the evolution of the Dominican family in their province. It was
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significant that the council represented many nationalities, and that it elected an executive
committee of leadership equally balanced between men and women to help develop these hopefilled beginnings.
The same gospel call to the apostolic life that fired thirteenth century laity to identify with the
Dominican order is heard today in the hearts of lay Dominicans. The richness of the Dominican
charism has nourished the people of God uniquely in every age, and no less today does the Lord
promise: "See, I am doing a new deed, even now it comes to light; can you not see it? I am
putting water in the wilderness to give my chosen people drink. The people I have formed for
myself will sing my praises" (Isa. 43:18-21).
NOTES
1. Vatican Council II, Constitution on the Church, no. 33. Henceforth this document will be
cited in the text in parentheses thus: (CC 33).
2. Vatican Council II, Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity, no. 13. Henceforth this
document will be cited in the text in parentheses, thus: (DAL 13).
3. National Conference of Catholic Bishops, Called and Gifted: The American Catholic
Laity, 13 November 1980, p. 3.
4. See Gregory F. Pierce, "A Spirituality of St. Joseph the Worker," America, 1 June 1984,
p. 418.
5. Fundamental Rule for Dominican Laity, I, 5a.
6. International Dominican Information, no. 212 (1984).
7. Andrew Greeley, "American Catholicism: 1909-1984," America, 30 June 1984, p. 491.
8. Pope Paul VI, Evangelization in the Modern World, 8 December 1975, no. 19.
9. Tugwell, St. Dominic and the Order of Preachers (London: Catholic Truth Society,
1981), p. 14.
10. Ibid., p. 4.
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CENTRAL PROVINCE

INITIATE
FORMATION
2. ORDERS

“FOR WHERE TWO OR THREE ARE GATHERED
TOGETHER IN MY NAME, THERE AM I IN THE MIDST OF
THEM.” (Matthew 18: 20)

“Lord, teach us how to pray.” In addition to the beautiful “Our Father” Jesus
also often withdrew to pray in solitude or with his disciples. Since earliest
Christian times men and women have been doing the same. St. Anthony and
early monks withdrew to the Egyptian deserts to become united to God. Many of
the laity also were attracted to the monks and would visit them for guidance. St.
Benedict, the Father of Western Monasticism, also attracted the laity by his
example. In the thirteenth century St. Francis and St. Dominic founded mendicant
Orders which would leave their houses and travel the world on their apostolic
mission. Again, they had many lay men and women who wished to share in their
charisms from the earliest times.
The “Catechism of the Catholic Church” refers to
religious life:
925. Religious life was born in the East during the
first centuries of Christianity. Lived within institutes
canonically erected by the Church, it is distinguished
from other forms of consecrated life by its liturgical
character, public profession of the evangelical
counsels, fraternal life led in common, and witness
given to the union of Christ with the Church.
926. Religious life derives from the mystery of the
Church. It is a gift she has received from her Lord, a
gift she offers as a stable way of life to the faithful
called by God to profess the counsels. Thus, the
Church can both show forth Christ and acknowledge herself to be the Savior’s
bride. Religious life in its various forms is called to signify the very charity of God
in the language of our time.
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930. Alongside the different forms of consecrated life are “societies of apostolic
life whose members without religious vows pursue the particular apostolic
purpose of their society, and lead a life as brothers or sisters in common
according to a particular manner of life, strive for the perfection of charity
through the observance of the constitutions. Among these are societies in which
the members embrace the evangelical counsels” according to their constitutions.
Is it any wonder then that lay men and women seeking to lead a life closer to
Jesus as revealed in the Gospels would not be attracted to these institutes?
These different institutes were founded by Saints who led many others to
sanctity. They, as Jesus, have drawn disciples from the laity to this day.
Canon Law has written the following:
Canon 303: Associations whose members share in the spirit of some religious
institute while in secular life, lead an apostolic life, and strive for Christian
perfection under the higher direction of the same institute are called third orders
or some other appropriate name.
Now we will examine some of these Orders, usually no longer called ‘Third’ but
proudly ‘Lay’. Initiates could choose an example of an Order from the following
and give a brief report on that example at the meeting. Although all have
differing charisms, they also share much, especially the Dominicans.
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RESOURCES
The Diocese of Joliet, IL. has an excellent description of five prayer traditions:
Benedictine; Carmelite; Dominican; Franciscan; and Jesuit:
[Read attached for abridged version]
www.dioceseofJoliet.org/reo/currProject/AppendixL-PrayerTraditions.pdf
“The Catholic Encyclopedia” has an interesting article on Third Orders, although
dated:
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14637b.htm
The largest group belong to the Lay Franciscans who emphasize evangelical
poverty:
http://www.nafra-sfo.org
Lay Benedictines, known as Oblates, are attached to a particular monastery and
follow the celebrated “Rule of St. Benedict”:
http://www.osb.org/obl/
Lay Carmelites are noted for their devotion to contemplation:
http://www.laycarmelites.com
We are indebted to the Augustinian founder, St. Augustine, for our original rule:
http://www.midwestaugustinians.org
The Friar Servants of Mary, Servites, have lay members:
http://www.servite.org/secserv.htm
The Cistercians have lay members:
http://www.cistercianfamily.org
The Trinitarians also have lay members:
http://www.trinitarians.org/about/laity.html
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QUICK SUMMARIES OF FOUR
MAJOR ORDERS’ PRAYER TRADITIONS
1. Benedictine Prayer & Spirituality
Benedictines are best known for communal living according to the Rule of St. Benedict,
its founder, in which the two main principles are manual labor and communal prayer.
Recently,there has been a movement for lay people to live elements of the Rule as well.
TheRule can be simplified as: Commitment, Balance and Relationship. Lay Oblates live
the Rule and receive ongoing spiritual guidance. Associated saints: Benedict of Nursia
and Scholastica, his sister The communal prayer of the Benedictines is the Liturgy of
the Hours, a structured liturgical prayer consisting of psalms, prayers, songs and
readings, following the rhythm of the times of day and of the Church Year. Lay people
are encouraged to use the simplified version found in Christian Prayer, and includes
Morning and Evening Prayer. Benedictine tradition includes a simple form of prayer
using scripture – Lectio Divina (holy reading) – that facilitates understanding what God
may be saying to a person through a reading.
The four steps are:
1.) Lectio:
read or listen to the text, paying attention to any words or phrases that stand out.
2.) Meditatio:
meditate on what speaks to you, repeating it to yourself and allowing it to interact with
your thoughts hopes, memories and desires.
3.) Oratio:
pray, entering into loving conversation with God, allowing the word you have heard and
meditated on to touch and change you.
4.) Contemplatio:
simply rest in the presence of God and accept His loving embrace. In silence, let go of
your own
words and simply enjoy being in the presence of God. The contemplative tradition of the
Benedictines is best known from the Trappist monks, who observe a strict rule of
silence. Their form of contemplation was recovered from the ancient tradition of
meditation based on the desert Fathers and Mothers, the fourth movement of Lectio
Divina, and the mystical tradition of The Cloud of Unknowing. This prayer form is called
Centering Prayer, or The Prayer of the Heart.
Famous 20thCentury American Trappists include Thomas Merton, Thomas Keating,
Basil Pennington, William Meninger, and even Henri Nouwen, who spent a year as a
“part-time” Trappist.

2. Carmelite Prayer & Spirituality
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The earliest Carmelites were hermits who stayed on the slopes of Mount Carmel near
the end of the twelfth century. They lived in poverty and sought solitude on the mountain
where Elijah the prophet had made his home, while meditating on God. Today, they
look to the mountain, to Elijah, to Mary, and that tradition of solitude as their spiritual
wellspring. The symbol of Carmel stands for the intimate encounter that God brings
about between the person and God in the midst of all that is most ordinary in life. The
expression and source of this encounter, contemplation and prayer, are the very
heartbeat of the interior journey of transformation of the Carmelite today, whether
vowed religious or layperson.
Associated saints: Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross, Therese of Lisieux, Edith Stein
(martyr)
The symbol of Elijah is central to Carmelite spirituality. He is seen as a man on a
journey who hid in the desert in a time of dryness and journeyed back to meet God in
new and unexpected ways. This symbol is operative in a key concept of Carmelite
spirituality from St. John of the Cross: the “dark night of the soul” -- a period of spiritual
dryness where God seems not to bepresent to the seeker. Mary is associated with the
rain of God’s Grace that ends the dryness, like the little cloud Elijah sees in 1 Kings
18:44.
Key concepts in Carmelite spirituality are
1.) Allegiance to Christ,
2.) Openness to Scriptures,
3.) A sense of silence and solitude, and
4.) The undivided heart.
The primary Carmelite prayer forms are solitude and meditation
.
The Carmelite mystics, Teresa, John of the Cross, and Therese of Liseux expanded the
original vision, writing about new ways to understand the soul’s continuous longing for
union with God and the daily struggles of the journey to reach it. Their writings and
poems help lead us into visionary prayer.

3. Dominican Prayer & Spirituality
Founded by St. Dominic de Guzman in 1286, the Dominican Order has a history of
teaching, writing, art and preaching. Dominicans focus on following Christ, the
wandering preacher who sent his disciples out in pairs to prepare for his coming. Their
spirituality is rooted in the vocation of the preacher - being filled with the wonder of the
Good News of salvation, which they want to share with the world. Their outlook on life is
influenced by Dominic's special insights into the Good News. Dominican spirituality is
diverse, though some major themes can be taken from
the works of some its main practitioners. Basic to understanding their spiritual practices
is a sense of both the hiddeness and unknowability of God and the imperative call to
loving ministry.Some lay people join the Third Order to live the Dominican call in the
world.
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Associated saints & others: Dominic, Thomas Aquinas, Catherine of Sienna, Rose of
Lima, Martin de Porres, Meister Eckhart, the Beguine Mystics
Dominic was a cheerful and energetic saint and his spirituality reflects that. Dominican
prayer, while it borrows from other traditions, follows the following principles:
1.) Rooted in the Eucharist - Dominic said it was “Christ’s last and perfect prayer to the
Father”.
2.) Liturgy of the Hours(the Divine Office) -- important as a mainspring of community life.
3.) Contemplative Study- not an emptying one’s head of thoughts, but rather a
discursive, meditative analysis and study of scriptural truth and truth in general.
4.) Fruitfulness – contemplative actionin the world (ministry)
5.) Praying Whole- using the whole body when addressing God – Dominic had “Nine
Ways” to do this
There is also a mystical thread to Dominican spirituality, centering in silent praise of the
inaccessible splendor of God, spiritual poverty, and detachment, found in the writings of
Catherine, Aquinas, and Eckhart.

4. Franciscan Prayer & Spirituality
Franciscan prayer is definitely in and of the world, at the same time it is an experience
of God. Francis did not speak about spirituality so much as he lived his prayer - as
Celano (an early biographer of Francis) said "He became prayer" and in the intimacy of
his relationship with God he would have his followers join him. "Hold back nothing of
yourself for yourself, so that he who gives Himself totally to you may receive you totally,"
Francis said. Franciscans seek God through an incarnational approach – God is our
loving Father and all we have is gift; Christ is
our Brother and the Spirit of that love lives in us. The Franciscan approach is Trinitarian,
not static. Again Francis was practical - the Crib, the Cross, the Eucharist were his way
to God, and finally his relationship to the Triune God led to an intimacy and familiarity
with all wonders of creation so that he could address them as Brother/Sister - all are
members of the one family.
Associated Saints: Francis of Assisi, Clare, Anthony of Padua, Bonaventure, Francis de
Sales, Maximillian Kolbe, Frances Xavier Cabrini, Padre Pio and many more.
Features of Franciscan spirituality are community and solitude, prayer and penance,
humility and poverty. Prayer can be vocal prayer, prayer using nature as its source and
inspiration (see Francis’ Canticle as an example – text is in popular hymn “Canticle of
the Sun”), contemplation, or Lectio Divina. The contemplative dimension often focuses
on union with God, and experiences of divine love. Yet, Franciscans are active
contemplatives who find their mission in social justice ministry, and they are often found
helping the poor, the elderly and the sick in homeless shelters, nursing homes and
hospitals.
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CENTRAL PROVINCE

INITIATE FORMATION
3. PRAYER

“PRAY WITHOUT CEASING” (1 Thess. 5: 17)

DOMINICAN PILLARS
The Dominican Order is firmly built on four pillars: Prayer; Study; Community;
and Mission. Howeve, do not think of these pillars as completely separate; for
they are inclusive and flow in and out of each other. We study “Veritas” (Truth)
and God is Truth. Our study is prayer. Jesus Christ is present among us and in us
in Community. Our Mission is the work of Jesus. Prayer, then, can be considered
alone or in each of the pillars.

LAUDARE-BENEDICERE-PRAEDICARE
‘To praise, to bless, to preach’-a Dominican motto for Prayer. Of course, the
topic of prayer could fill many, many volumes. St. John Damascene says that
prayer is “an elevation of the soul to God.” St. Thomas Aquinas also agrees with
this. This is accomplished in a conversation, with words or without words, with
others or alone. Prayer can be defined by its ends: Adoration; Contrition;
Thanksgiving; and Supplication (ACTS). The term elevation is a metaphor which
indicates an effort on our part to detach ourselves from all that is not God. What
will God do when we reach for Him? The answer appears in Hosea 11:3-4: “I took
them up in my arms…I was to them like those who lift infants to their cheeks.” A
beautiful response. Our objective in prayer is union with God.
Adolph Tanquery SS in The Spiritual Life (520) writes on prayer: “No wonder,
then that through it, the soul is gradually transformed into God. Prayer causes, so
to speak, a mutual exchange between us and God: whilst we offer Him our
homage and our requests, He stoops down to us and bestows upon us His
graces.” It is no wonder then that our Lord said: “We ought always to pray” (Luke
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18: 1) and Paul asked us to “pray without ceasing”(1 Thess. 5: 17). We can do this
by following our Dominican Pillars.

LITURGY
Dominican prayer is LITURGICAL. Liturgy is the official public prayer of the
Church. “In it full public worship is performed by the Mystical Body of Jesus
Christ, that is, by the Head and its members.” (Sacrosanctum Concilium: 7) For
example, when we pray the “Liturgy of the Hours” we do not pray alone but
united to all others around the world who are praying it and united to Jesus Christ
who is offering this prayer to His heavenly Father. Let us consider three parts of
the Liturgy: the Mass; the Sacraments; and the Liturgy of the Hours.
Our Rule asks us for “daily participation, as much as possible, in the celebration
of the liturgy and the Eucharistic sacrifice” (Rule 10, b). This is “the summit
toward which the activity of the Church is directed; it is also the fount from which
all her power flows.” (S.C.: 9) Dominic often attended daily Masses. A Dominican
will make every effort to attend daily Mass.
The Sacraments are also an important aspect of Dominican prayer life. Besides
the Eucharist, “frequent celebration of the Sacrament of Reconciliation” (Rule 10,
c) is encouraged. The Sacrament of the Sick should be asked for when needed.
The “Liturgy of the Hours” extends our Eucharistic prayer. “The purpose of the
liturgy of the hours is to sanctify the day and the whole range of human activity.”
(Laudis Canticum: 11) Again we pray the ‘Hours’ with Christ, “for He continues His
priestly work through His Church. The Church, by celebrating the Eucharist and by
other means, especially the celebration of the divine office, is ceaselessly engaged
in praising the Lord and interceding for the salvation of the entire world.” (S.C.:
83) Each Lay Dominican should be introduced gradually to the ‘Hours’ as “Each
member is expected to say some portions of the Liturgy of the Hours daily,
especially the two principal components: Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer.”
(Guidelines 10, d) “The faithful who celebrate the Liturgy of the Hours are united
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to Christ our high priest, by the Prayer of the Psalms, meditation on the Word of
God, and canticles and blessings, in order to be joined with His unceasing and
universal prayer that gives glory to the Father and implores the gift of the Holy
Spirit on the whole Church.” (Catechism 1196) St. Augustine advises us to “be
assiduous in prayer (Col 4: 2), at the hours and times appointed.” (The Rule of St.
Augustine 2: 1)
Although not liturgical, the Rosary has for centuries been a special prayer for
Dominicans. They have spread devotion to this meditative prayer far and wide
since the Middle Ages. We are encouraged to draw strength from “the Marian
Rosary”. (Rule 10, d)

CONTEMPLATA ALIIS TRADERE
A Dominican motto asks us to pass on to others what we have contemplated.
Although an active Order, we are also a contemplative Order. No one was more
active or more contemplative than St. Dominic. He travelled the world during the
day and passed the night in contemplation. “Contemplative prayer is the simple
expression of the mystery of prayer. It is a gaze of faith fixed on Jesus, an
attentiveness to the Word of God, a silent love. It achieves real union with the
prayer of Christ to the extent that it makes us share in his mystery.” (Catechism
2724)
Unfortunately, contemplation is thought to be reserved for those highly
advanced, the ‘saints’. In actuality, our motto, quoted above, tells us that before
we can preach we must first contemplate. “That original Dominican spirituality
was distinguished by a Gospel directness and simplicity. The life of prayer and
contemplation was something which was regarded as open to everyone…It was
always understood as a way of being, a life in the Spirit, to which everyone was
invited.” (“Searching for God: Contemplative Prayer in the Dominican Tradition”
Paul Murray O.P. p.15)
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Mother Teresa was asked how she prayed. She said that she listened to God;
when asked what He said she said that He listened to me. “Exuberant happiness,
ease of spirit, cheerfulness, joy – these are some of the words and phrases which
come to mind when we think about contemplative prayer in the Dominican
tradition. We are not surprised, therefore, to discover in a Dominican homily of
the 13th century, a popular preacher making bold to declare, ‘Prayer is such an
easy job!’” (ibid. p.9)

RESOURCES

There are many resources that are or could be available. Lest we overwhelm the
Initiate, one should pick and choose what is appropriate. One of the most highly
recommended is a three page treatment:
“Characteristics of Dominican Prayer” by Stan Parmisano O.P.:
[SEE AND READ IT ATTACHED]

A book that can be used as a resource or used at some length later:
Praying with Dominic by Michael Monshau O.P. – (e.g. amazon.com)
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LITURGY OF THE HOURS
The “Liturgy of the Hours” can be found on the internet, e.g.
www.universalis.com
Most members begin with the one volume “Christian Prayer: The Liturgy of the
Hours”, as this is the easiest, simplest and most economical. Once you become
committed to the recitation of the office, you can then use the four volume “The
Liturgy of the Hours.” Both are available from Catholic Book Publishing Co., New
York and can be found in Catholic bookstores.
“Laudis Canticum: Apostolic Constitution: The Divine Office” is available from the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops as “The General Instruction of the
Liturgy of the Hours.” It is also abridged in “Christian Prayer” and complete in
“The Liturgy of the Hours.”
Perhaps the best explanatory book is “The Divine Office for Dodos* (*Devout,
Obedient Disciples of our Savior)” : A Step-by-Step Guide to Praying the Liturgy of
the Hours” by Madeline Pecora Nugent. This book answers every question you
might have on how to say the Office. Highly Recommended!

CONTEMPLATION
There are many good sources and treatments on Contemplation, from ancient up
till today. Read the Catechism: 2709-2719. Paul Murray O.P. has written much
recently. Two additional references are mentioned below because they provide
the Initiate with easy introductory material with which one might begin:
“Accepting the Embrace of God: The Ancient Art of Lectio Divina” by Fr. Luke
Dysinger, O.S.B. http://www.valyermo.com/ld-art.html
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“Centering Prayer” is a method of studying and practicing Contemplation:
Union with God. It is an outgrowth of “Lectio Divina.” The Trappists, especially
Thomas Keating OCSO, have promoted ‘Centering Prayer’. Much is available in
books and videos, even on YouTube. Meister Eckhart and Blessed Johannes
Tauler, two 14th century Dominicans, are in this tradition.
Centering Prayer is to be removed
http://www.contemplativeoutreach.org
from formation material

WEB 2.0
This video is an introduction by Fr. Walter Wagner OP to the Dominican approach
to Liturgical Prayer and its importance to Dominicans:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8aVYUhBR80U
Adrian Dominican Sisters explain the importance of prayer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1KlE9tsXrU
Combination of prayer and art by Fra Angelico’s work at San Marco, Florence,
Italy:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rp83d-wfgOc
Fr. Thomas Keating OCSO, Trappist, gives some guidelines on Centering Prayer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IKpFHfNdnE&feature=related

REMEMBER: “PRAYER IS SUCH AN EASY JOB!”
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Fr. Fabian (Stan) Parmisano, OP:
Characteristics of Dominican Prayer
Practiced and preached in our western world today are many different methods of prayer and
meditation from a variety of religious and non-religious traditions. One has only to think of such
oriental imports as Zen, Yoga, Aikido, Hindu, and Buddhist chant; or turn to the secularized
adaptations of these like transcendental meditation, mind control, Arica, body reading, physical and
mental massage; or recall the more familiar (and so less known?) forms of Christian prayer: liturgical
worship, the rosary, Ignatian spiritual exercises, Benedictine, Carmelite, Carthusian, Trappist,
Franciscan modes of contemplation — all still alive and well enough among us; or consider the free,
easy, spontaneous approach to prayer promoted and popularized in and through the Christian
charismatic renewal. For those who have eyes that see and ears that hear, there is invitation and
method aplenty to move us beyond our prevailing stifling materialism into the lighter, fresher world
of the spirit.
Dominicans, too, have their way of prayer which they have inherited from their founder. St.
Dominic was born into an ancient tradition of prayer, that of the Eucharist, and early in life became
a Canon Regular, whose chief duty and joy it was to offer the Eucharistic sacrifice and pray the
liturgy that led up to and flowed from it. True, this was the Church's public worship, but it became
Dominic's private prayer as well in that he became personally absorbed in it an allowed it to shape
his solitary contemplative prayer.
For him the Eucharist was Christ's last and perfect prayer to his Father for the healing of
humankind, and Dominic's concern was to say 'yes' to it, become one with it, and pattern all his
individual prayer upon it. Dominic looked to Christ in his sacrificial act of total giving and with
Christ looked also to the father, knowing that it is through such perfect orientation that humankind
begins to be saved. It is not so much method, then, that characterizes Dominic's, and so Dominican
prayer, as orientation — a constant moving outward into God that he might save the world.
As part of, and as an outgrowth of, his personal and private
communication with God, Dominic was always devoted to the public recitation of prayer in the
Divine Office. As a Canon of Osma Cathedral, he had been intimately involved in the official prayer
of the Church, and he passed this on to the Order he brought into being. During his lifetime,
Dominic was faithful to common prayer in the choir, which he saw as a mainspring to the
development and continuity of a true community life. While private prayer was not neglected
because of choir, neither was public prayer neglected in favor of personal devotion; today, his sons
and daughters strive for this same balance between the individual and God and the group and God.
The very discipline of combining the two into a harmonious unity is a means of growth in itself.
Thus Dominican prayer — personal or communal — is objective, with a dynamism that continually
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moves beyond subjective self, beyond the world, beyond even the healing humanity of Christ, into
God and further and further into the depths of God, confident in the belief that this right order to
God makes for a right order within the world. But the order of the world is secondary and not the
prime reason for prayer. People can and should pray for the world, for themselves, for the success
of their good work, for those dear and not so dear to them, but unless they've learned to reach
beyond all this into God himself, they make an idol of the world and so eventually destroy the
world.
The note of objectivity carries over into another distinctive feature of Dominican prayer: study,
principally of sacred revealed truth, but also of all truth wherever it may be found. It was difficult in
Dominic's time for many to see any connection at all between prayer and study, especially careful,
detailed, scientific study. It's equally difficult in our time. More often than not, study — the diligent
use of the mind — is seen as an obstacle to prayer, which is regarded as the pious exercise of the
heart.
But Dominic saw it as a deeper, more loving penetration into the Scriptures and the writings of the
Fathers which surrounded and permeated that great Eucharistic prayer of Christ and as a way of
uncovering and entering into the objectivity of God. Dominic was aware of the dangers, especially
that of mind crushing heart, and so he sought to keep study reverent by setting it within the context
of semi-monastic liturgical life; but he was more aware of the need to study, that an enlightened
mind might help to direct the heart and keep it moving outward, in love and desire, to God.
For the Dominican, then, study is, or is meant to be, meditation. Not the kind of meditation popular
in our time — an emptying of the mind, a peaceful abiding in darkness. Dominicans are for this,
too, but as a first step in an advanced degree of prayer, which is contemplation. Prior to this,
however, one's mind and heart must be informed by Christ — who he is, what he means, where he
points and leads. Then when the darkness at last comes and the emptying is accomplished, it will be
Christ, and not some thwarted spirit of self or Satan that will arise from the depths, bringing light
and fullness and the joy of God.
A fourth characteristic of Dominican prayer is its issue. Contemplata aliis tradere (to give to others the
benefits of one's own contemplation): not only an absorption in God but a return from him, and
with him, into the lives of others. With him — this is important. Again, it is Christ who saves. And
so not only is the Dominican's prayer meant to be contemplative, i.e., centered upon God, but his
action in the world is also to be contemplative. Not, therefore, a nervous, feverish action that is
anxious for results, especially the kind that we ourselves anticipate, but a still, quiet action that leaves
room for God and is patient for God's results in God's time. Here again the movement is outward,
with little if any break in one's prime concern. One contemplates God, reaching further and further
into him, one acts for the world, reaching deeper and deeper into it for the best of it, which is the
very God who is above and beyond it.
Still another feature of Dominican prayer is its use of the body. It involves a kind of physical yoga,
but nothing exaggerated or extreme. Merely a few simple gestures toward the harmonization of body
and spirit. This also Dominic bequeathed to his Order, having himself learned it in part from the
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Eucharistic liturgy with its rich and delicate blend of word, chant, and gesture — the whole of the
person engaged in worship. So from an early document we learn of the nine ways of Dominic's
private prayer: he would incline profoundly, prostrate his body upon the ground, genuflect, scourge
himself, raise his arms to heaven — in short, he would pray while standing, sitting, kneeling,
prostrating, walking.
Dominic's 'nine ways' were probably nine times ninety. His body was as flexible as his spirit and just
as engaged when he was aware of his God, which was always. So also with modern Dominicans.
They pray, or should pray, whole. And their prayer should be their varied and personal responses to
God's varied and personal touch upon them. They may borrow methods from other traditions to
help dispose them for prayer, to quiet their bodies and still their nerves and imagination and thought
— all so necessary especially in tense and nervous times like our own. But these, Dominicans see
only as a beginning. They must move through and beyond them to their own personal meetings with
God and to where Christ and his prayer are.
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CENTRAL PROVINCE

INITIATE FORMATION
4. STUDY

“WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE
EVEN ZEAL IS NOT GOOD.”
(Proverbs 19: 2)

STUDY is the next pillar of the Dominican Order. It is fitting that it should
follow Prayer because Dominicans see both as flowing one into the other. To a
Dominican Study is the contemplation of ‘Veritas’ (Truth) and God is Truth. So
our Study is another form of Prayer which is why the Dominican takes Study so
seriously.

THE CHURCH
Of course Study is not simply the province of the Dominican but is necessary
for all Christians, ordained, consecrated and lay. The Church assures us of this:
“Since they are called by baptism to lead a life in keeping with the teaching of the
gospel, the Christian faithful have the right to a Christian education by which they
are to be instructed properly to strive for the maturity of the human person and
at the same time to know and live the mystery of salvation”. (Canon 217)
The Church encourages all to seek out and pursue this knowledge: “Lay people
who are capable and trained may also collaborate in catechetical formation, in
teaching the sacred sciences, and in use of the communications media.”
(Catechism 906) This knowledge should be shared with others: “In accord with
the knowledge, competence, and preeminence which they possess, [lay people]
have the right and even at times a duty to manifest to the sacred pastors their
opinion on matters which pertain to the good of the Church, and they have a right
to make their opinion known to the other Christian faithful with due regard to the
integrity of faith and morals…( Canon 212)
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The Church was founded to spread the kingdom of Christ throughout the
world. Every activity of the Mystical Body to accomplish this end is known as the
‘apostolate’. Our Christian vocation is a vocation to this ‘apostolate.’ Like
Dominic the Church wishes those called to this ‘apostolate’, to be properly
trained. This is why “Zeal without knowledge is not good”. (Prov. 19: 2)
There is a definite need for training for the apostolate: “A training, at once
many-sided and complete, is indispensable, if the apostolate is to attain full
efficacy. This is required, not only by the continuous spiritual and doctrinal
progress of the layman himself, but also by the variety of circumstances, persons
and duties to which he should adapt his activity” (Apostolicam Actuositatem 28)
“Study”, then, is something which is a duty for every Christian who takes his or
her vocation to the Apostolate (to which we are all called by virtue of our
Baptism) seriously. We are called to come and follow Christ, if not literally to the
ends of the earth, then at least to the ends of our particular world. For that
reason the Church today echoes the humble servant of God who walked the
byroads of Europe eight hundred years ago. Dominic knew that to preach
without proper preparation was to be an “empty gong”.

DOMINIC
Dominic was a man who thirsted for truth. In Palencia he studied the liberal
arts and philosophy for six years; then theology for four. At the time this formal
education was a great gift. Blessed Jordan of Saxony writes, “He spent four years
in these sacred studies during which he drank avidly and incessantly from the
streams of Sacred Scripture. So indefatigable was his zeal to learn and retain
tenaciously the truth of those things which he was learning that he would spend
almost whole nights without sleep…” We know that Dominic carried the gospel
of Matthew and the letters of Paul with him and read them so often that he had
them committed to memory.
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DOMINICANS
Dominic sent his followers to the universities of Europe (Toulouse, Paris,
Palencia, Montpellier and Oxford) as students. Study was to take the place that
‘manual labor’ had among monks of previous centuries. Study now became the
essential means of the apostolate. Humbert of Romans wrote, “Study is not the
purpose of the Order, but it is of the greatest necessity for…preaching and
working for the salvation of souls, for without study we can achieve neither.”
Every Dominican priory had to have a rector who gave theological lectures on
Sacred Scripture to all including the prior.
The Primitive Constitutions of 1228 stated, “Those who are studying shall be
treated by their superior in such a manner that they not be easily withdrawn or
hindered in their study because of some duty or other task…those who wish to do
so for the sake of study may read, write, pray, sleep or even keep a nocturnal vigil
in their cells.” (XXIX) “We further ordain that each province is obliged to provide
brethren destined for study with at least three books of theology.” (XXVIII)

LAY DOMINICANS
The necessity of study applies to every Dominican: ordained; consecrated;
lay. The Nuns at Blessed Sacrament Monastery in Farmington Hills, MI have taken
up the study of Greek for a deeper understanding of Sacred Scripture. Because of
our active role in the apostolate, we, as Lay Dominicans, must participate in a Lay
Dominican Formation Program. According to our Rule: “The purpose of
Dominican formation is to mold true adults in the Faith, capable of accepting,
celebrating and proclaiming the Word of God”. (Rule 11) The Church in
“Apostolicam Actuositatem” promotes this desire for a mature, adult Christian
who can speak with authority gained by prayer and study. “The various lay
groups and associations dedicated to the apostolate or to any other supernatural
end should look after this education to the apostolate with care and constancy, in
ways consistent with their objectives and limits. Frequently they are the ordinary
channel of adequate apostolic training; doctrinal, spiritual and practical. The
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members gathered in small groups with their companions or friends, evaluate the
methods and results of their apostolic action, and measure their everyday
behavior by the Gospel.” (30) It is amazing how closely the Lay Dominican
vocation mirrors the Christian vocation. This leads to the conclusion that to be a
serious Lay Dominican is to be a true Christian, a follower of Christ.
Rule 12 reads, “Every Dominican must be prepared to preach the Word of
God.” Rule 13 continues, “The principal sources for perfecting Dominican
formation are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the Word of God and theological reflection;
liturgical prayer;
the history and tradition of the Order;
more recent documents of the Church and the Order;
awareness of the signs of the times.”

We are fortunate to have at our disposal a fountainhead of books, writings,
videos and speakers to help us with our formation. It can even appear to be
overwhelming at times. A great amount of information was gathered together in
2007 in the “Program of Lay Dominican Formation” by a committee of Lay
Dominicans. This represents a bibliography of suggested items which can be
consulted and utilized. It is a twenty-eight page single-spaced document put
together by Michael Porterfield OP, Fr. James Motl OP, Dr. Cynthia Ricard OP and
Dr. Thomas Ryba OP. Also in 2007 “The Fisher’s Net” through the Aquinas
Institute was activated on the net. Both of these sources have been consulted
and incorporated in this Provincial Formation Program.

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS
We should follow the advice of St. Thomas Aquinas in his letter to Brother John
on how to study when we feel overwhelmed, “Because you have asked me, my
brother John, most dear to me in Christ, how to set about acquiring the treasure
of knowledge, this is the advice I pass on to you: That you should choose to enter
by the small rivers, and not go right away into the sea, because you should move
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from easy things to difficult things…Follow the steps of blessed Dominic…If you
follow.., you will attain whatever you desire.” With this in mind the Formation
Program introduces the Initiate to the Dominican life, brings the Initiates and
Candidates into ever deeper streams of study and then takes us into the sea. All
can dive as deeply as they are able and are willing to be challenged. As adults in
the Faith we are encouraged also to study on our own.

STUDY ?
Indeed “study” should challenge us to push out into deeper waters. In The
Place of Study in the Ideal of St. Dominic James A. Weisheipl O.P. asks, “What did
St. Dominic and the early brethren mean by the word ‘study’?...The reading of
newspapers and magazines is not study. Neither is watching television or
listening to a lecture what is meant by study…Real study requires the quiet of
one’s room or the library…Studying , therefore, is not to be confused with wide
reading, spiritual reading or even reading the Bible…But study, real study, is the
intellectual grappling with truth.” Thus, do not be discouraged if you are having
difficulty understanding what you are reading, must reread it and, then, ponder it.
You are ‘studying’”. The beauty of Dominican study is that it can be done on
different levels. We all come from a different educational background and can all
be accommodated at our level. The important thing is - to study.
Fr. Timothy Radcliffe O.P. said it well, “Study is not one activity [amongst
others] of a Dominican; it should enter into every aspect of our life. It is part of
the way we grow in friendship with God, delight in his creation, and take pleasure
in His presence. It is fundamental to our preaching…”.
Do you like to study? Would you like to learn more about Jesus, about the
Church, about the spiritual life? Would you like to share the fruits of your study
with others? Perhaps Jesus through the Holy Spirit is calling you to be a Lay
Dominican.
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RESOURCES
The early Dominicans insisted that all have three books to study. The following
three books should be basic for every Lay Dominican (although they are
available on http://www.vatican.va/ , they belong in your library for reading,
consultation and study):
1. A Bible – The translation should be chosen to fit your personal taste.
Check out “The Catholic Comparative New Testament” for seven
translations including NAB and NRSV.
2. “Vatican Council II: The Conciliar and Postconciliar Documents”
Essential for understanding the Church today.

3. “Catechism of the Catholic Church”( with modifications,
if you do not possess one yet.) Read and consult.

Read the following for greater understanding of STUDY:
 “The Place of Study in the Ideal of St. Dominic” by James A. Weisheipl, O.P.
[FOR A LONG STUDY – SEE IT ATTACHED]
 “Spirituality: Study” http://3op.org/spirituality-study.php
[FOR A SHORTER STUDY]
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WEB 2.0
YOUTUBE:
“Study and Contemplation” Fr. Kurt Pritzlop OP, Dean of School of Philosophy at
Catholic University of America
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsVEXWvfSi8
“Study” Fr. Bruno Shah OP, pursuing theological studies at the Pontifical Faculty
of the Immaculate Conception (Washington DC)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3u18i1bl2E

PODCASTS:
The Dominican House of Studies in Washington DC offers an extensive collection
of podcasts.
They offer a series entitled “Lectures in Dominican History” which is very
thorough and erudite.
Another collection is also offered by the Priory. A lecture on “Dominican
Teaching” by Fr. Terence Keegan OP, Professor of Theology at Providence College
is recommended.
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WIKIPEDIA:
The following saints are known as Dominican scholars; all devoted to study. They
are available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominican_Order
(also some at: http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12354c.htm )

Some examples of Dominican
Saints and Scholars:

Albertus Magnus (1193-1280)
Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274)
Catherine of Siena (1347-1380)
Raymond of Penafort (1175-1275) 
Fra Angelico (1395-1455)
Pope Pius V (1504-1572)
Louis de Montford (1673-1716)
Henri Lacordaire (1802-1861)
Yves Congar (1904-1995)
Edward Schillebeeckx (1904-2009)
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[FOR THOSE WHO LOVE TO STUDY – STUDY THIS:]

The Place of Study In the Ideal of St.
Dominic (James A. Weisheipl, OP)
James A. Weisheipl, O.P. (1923-1984)
Feast of St. Rose of Lima
30 August 1960
Dominican House of Studies River Forest, Illinois
The purpose of the Dominican Order is stated clearly and simply in the Constitutions:
Our Order is known from the beginning to have been specially instituted for the sake of
preaching and the salvation of souls. Consequently our study must aim principally at this, that we
might be useful to the souls of others.(1)
This statement of purpose is taken almost verbatim from the earliest extant constitutions, which
goes on to say that in view of this end the prelate is to have authority to dispense brethren in his
own convent from these [constitutions] when it seems to him expedient to do so, particularly in
those matters which seem to impede study or preaching or the good of souls.(2)
The essential means for attaining the special aim of the Order are explicitly stated in our modern
constitutions as follows:
The means, established by the most holy Patriarch for reaching our goal, are: besides the three
solemn vows of obedience, chastity and poverty, the regular life with its monastic observances,
the solemn recitation of divine office, and the assiduous study of sacred truth.(3)
These means, we are told, may not be abandoned or substantially changed without changing the
character of the Dominican Order, although, the vows excepted, they may be opportunely
tempered (temperari) to a certain extent (aliquatenus) by the demands of the age or
circumstances, provided that these four means are rendered more apt for attaining the goal of
preaching and the salvation of souls. These four means, namely solemn vows, monastic life,
choral office and study, are not classified as such in the Constitutions of 1228, 1238 or 1241. But
no one could doubt that the four essential means are implied throughout the entire text of the
primitive rule. The unique character of St. Dominic’s Order lies in the special goal of preaching
plus the four essential means.
For us in the twentieth century there is no difficulty in understanding the importance of solemn
vows in the Dominican Order. The counsel of Christ to leave all things and follow Him is the
very cornerstone of all religious life. This surrender, confirmed by vows having special canonical
effects, makes the existence of an Order possible. Similarly it is not difficult for us in the
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twentieth century to appreciate the importance of a common life according to a recognized rule.
Without a stable rule of life regulating procedures, order and obligations, it would be impossible
for men (or women) to live in religious peace. Likewise it is not difficult for twentieth century
Dominicans to appreciate the value of the choral recitation of the divine office. Modern religious
institutes have generally abandoned the choral recitation of the office. Twentieth century
Dominicans, however, find no difficulty in accepting the ancient practice as a means of personal
sanctification and of giving public glory to God. It is fitting that those who live together with one
mind should pray together with one heart.
In the case of study, however, it is not so easy in the twentieth century to appreciate the place of
study in the ideal.s:of St. Dominic. Since the Council of Trent a great number of seminaries have
been established, seminaries with a high standard of academic excellence. Today every secular
priest has had the benefits of some college education, two or three years study of philosophy and
four years of theology. Every religious Order and Congregation engaged in the training of priests
must meet the academic standards of Rome. What, then, makes study so special in the
Dominican Order? Perhaps St. Dominic merely anticipated the modern seminary. Perhaps today
study does not occupy the same position in the Dominican ideal as it did in the thirteenth century
when so few of the clergy were educated. Moreover, the modern standard of living, particularly
in the United States, would seem to diminish the importance of study in the Dominican Order.
Today the majority of the laity have had at least a high school education, and not a few are
eminent scientists, scholars and writers. The facility with which learning can be acquired through
the printed word has been increased by the radio, television and the silver screen. It would seem,
then, that study does not occupy the same place in the Dominican ideal as it did in previous
centuries.
In this brief paper I wish to clarify the precise place of study in the ideal of St. Dominic. I will
not say anything about the actual status of study in the Order, or about its appreciation in this or
that Province of the Order. I wish to concentrate on study, the fourth essential means of attaining
the goal of the Order, as understood by St. Dominic and the brethren of the early thirteenth
century. So often when a Dominican thinks of study, he thinks immediately of St. Thomas, and
perhaps exclusively so. In this paper I wish to focus attention on the period preceding St.
Thomas. Such a focus may help us to appreciate more fully the Dominican spirit of the Angelic
Doctor.
First we will examine the historical facts; then we will try to analyse them for a better
understanding of the place of study in the ideal of St. Dominic.
I

The intellectual character of the Order stems from Dominic himself and the needs of the early
thirteenth century.
The intellectual and cultural renaissance of the twelfth century were beginning to change the face
of Europe by the turn of the thirteenth century, but this change was slow. Centers of learning
such as Paris, Oxford, Bologna and Padua were beginning to take the place of monasteries and
Cathedral schools, but these centers were small and few in number. Contact with the wealth of
Arabic culture had been made in Spain, and commerce with the Greeks opened new horizons in
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Sicily and Venice. But only a few scholars had the opportunity of transmitting this learning to
eager students. The intellectual level of the secular clergy was generally low, and it was outside
the competence of monks to elevate it. In the spirit of Saints Isidore and Leander, Cassian and
Pope St. Gregory the Great, monks of every sort were forbidden to study secular literature;
whatever learning was encouraged in the monasteries was supposed to be limited to personal
meditation on the Bible and private reading of the Fathers. Clerics, on the other hand, both
secular and regular (i.e. the Canons Regular), had an obligation to acquire a modicum of learning
both secular and divine in order to fulfill the functions of their office. Bishops, of course, were
the official teachers of sacred truth, but there were too few bishops sufficiently learned and
zealous for the apostolic office. At the beginning of the thirteenth century Pere Mandonnet has
estimated, (4) there were no more than a dozen masters of theology outside the universities
actually teaching sacred doctrine. It is not surprising that the Cistercian monks, the secular clergy
and even the local bishops were unable to cope with the new intellectual heresies of
Albigensianism, Waldensianism and Catharism, which took root in Southern France and
Northern Italy.
Onto this scene came Dominic of Guzman. Born in 1170 at Caleruega in Northern Castile, he
received his elementary training from a certain uncle, an archpriest. About the age of 14 Dominic
was sent to the nearby city of Palencia to study the liberal arts. Bl. Jordan tells us that at that time
there flourished a studium of arts in that city.(5) After studying the arts Dominic enrolled in the
Cathedral school at Palencia, where he “spent four years in sacred studies.”(6) Dominic had a
great love for books and he annotated them carefully.(7) It was not easy for him to sell his books
to help the poor during the famine, but his example inspired fellow theologians and even masters
of theology to follow his liberality.(8) As a secular priest, and later as archdeacon of Osma
(1199) and a member of the Cathedral Chapter which had recently embraced the rule of Canons
Regular, he pursued a life of ardent prayer and assiduous study.(9)
Dominic was about 35 years old when he accompanied the learned and zealous Bishop Diego
into the heretical territory of Southern France. We are told that he sat up all night in theological
discussion with an Albigensian inn-keeper, a discussion which ended in the conversion of the
heretic.(10) Between 1205 and 1208 the itinerary of St. Dominic can be plotted with some ease
because of the great number of public disputations with heretics which were notable enough to
have been mentioned by various chroniclers. The next seven years of Dominic’s life, however,
are obscure to the historian, but we know that the Albigensian crusade brought the heresy under
complete control.
In the calm of 1215 Foulques, the learned bishop of Toulouse, appointed Dominic and his
companions preachers for the diocese of Toulouse.(11) It was at this time, when Dominic was 45
years old, that he and his six companions presented themselves to Alexander Stavensby, an
English secular master in theology then lecturing in Toulouse. Alexander Stavensby “genere,
scientia et fama preclarus,”(12) was later professor at Bologna, member of the papal household
and eventually bishop of Coventry and Lichfield.(13) Stavensby was thus the first teacher of the
new band of preachers which received the confirmation of Pope Honorius III on December 22 of
the following year. Dominic understood well the words of Proverbs: “Without knowledge even
zeal is not good.” (Prov. 19:2) Henceforth university cities became the centers of his Order’s
work. At the first dispersal of the friars in August, 1217, seven of the sixteen were sent to Paris,
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and early the following year a foundation was made at Bologna.(14) In 1220 Dominic sent friars
to Palencia and Montpellier to establish houses just as new universities were being founded in
those cities. One of Dominic’s last official acts was to send thirteen friars to the university city of
Oxford.(15)
Why did Dominic send his brethren to the university cities? Was it to teach in the growing
universities? Obviously not. These original friars at Toulouse, Paris, Bologna, Palencia,
Montpellier and Oxford were not masters in theology; hence they could not teach in any
university. No, these brethren were sent to centers of learning in order to learn. “Without
knowledge even zeal is not good.” Dominic was not only convinced of the importance of
learning, but he made it an essential element in his new Order; he made it an essential means of
the apostolate. “Study,” wrote Humbert of Romans, “is not the purpose of the Order, but it is of
the greatest necessity for the aims we have mentioned, namely, preaching and working for the
salvation of souls, for without study we can achieve neither.”(16)
Among the early brethren there were a few with arts degrees from various centers of learning. At
Paris “many excellent clerics”(17) entered the Order so that when Dominic arrived in 1219 the
new priory already numbered thirty members.(18) On the other hand, there were many who were
uneducated (rudes). Nevertheless all were bound to “the assiduous study of sacred truth”, just as
they were bound to the three vows, the common life and the choral office.
Every Dominican priory had to have a rector whose obligation it was to give theological lectures
on the Sacred Scriptures to all the brethren.(19) Not even the prior was exempt from attendance
at these lectures. The degree of Lector in Sacred Theology is nothing more than the authorization
of the Order to lecture within Dominican houses. It was not a degree from any university. Later
when priories were large, a number of lectors would be assigned to a house, one friar, called the
lector primarius was entrusted with supervising all teaching and deciding ail theological
disputes. Thus even before the Order had any claim on the University of Paris, that is, before the
Order obtained its first Master in Theology, every cleric in the Order was bound to the assiduous
study of sacred truth.
The spirit of St. Dominic was understood perfectly by Jordan of Saxony, who was elected to
succeed Dominic at the General Chapter of 1222. Jordan, himself a master in arts and a bachelor
in theology of the University of Paris, saw clearly the importance of learning in the Order. In all
of his travels and preaching he tried to recruit members from university circles.(20) In 1228
Jordan brought Roland of Cremona to Paris and had him enrolled in the faculty of theology
under John of St. Giles, an English master. Roland was a master in arts from Bologna and he had
spent almost ten years in the study of theology before he enrolled at Paris. Jordan indeed must
have had considerable influence at Paris, for Roland merely lectured on the Sentences of Peter
Lombard for one year before receiving the S.T.M. This was most extraordinary. Roland of
Cremona was, in fact, the first Dominican to lecture as a master at the greatest center of Christian
learning. In September of the following year (1230) John of St. Giles himself entered the Order,
thus giving the Dominicans two chairs at the University of Paris.
Learned men such as Jordan of Saxony, Roland of Cremona Hugh of St. Cher and John of St.
Giles, were attracted to the Order because of the spirit of St. Dominic which flourished among
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the brethren. The primitive constitutions in force during B1. Jordan’s Generalate declare
strongly: “The brethren ought to be so intent on study that by day and by night, at home or on a
journey, they read or meditate on something, and endeavor to commit to memory whatever they
can.”(21) One day a man asked Jordan of Saxony what rule of life he followed, apparently he
had never before seen the habit. To this query Jordan replied, “The rule of Friars Preachers, and
this is their rule: to live virtuously, to learn and to teach (honeste vivere, discere et docere).”(22)
Jordan went on to explain that these are the three blessings David asked of God when he said,
Bonitatem et disciplinam et scientiam doce me (Ps. 118:66). B1. Jordan’s statement of the rule,
namely “to live virtuously, to learn and to teach,” is a perfect expression of the mind of St.
Dominic in establishing the Order of Preaching Friars.
By the time Humbert of Romans was elected fifth Master General in 1254 the fame of the Order
was widespread and the intellectual character of St. Dominic’s Order was solidly established by
the growing renown of St. Albert the Great and the promising ability of St. Thomas Aquinas.
Humbert of Romans, who first loved the Carthusians and who all his life cherished a strong bent
toward asceticism, himself found no difficulty in ranking study as an essential means of the
apostolate.(23) After listing eleven benefits of study Humbert says, “Who is there who knows the
reputation of the Friars Preachers, who does not know that these benefits have been produced
and are being produced in them from the study of letters? Consequently lovers of that Order are
accustomed to be not a little zealous for study in promoting it in the Order.”(24)
If this is not sufficient to indicate the importance of study in the ideal of St. Dominic, two further
indications should confirm the picture already presented.
First, there is the unique feature of the primitive constitutions not found in the statutes of any
other religious Order at the time. By this I do not mean the organization of the laws. One
anonymous author tells us that before Raymond of Peñafort’s revision (1239) the Dominican
constitutions were in a state of utter confusion (que sub multa confusione antea habebantur).(25)
Raymond merely regrouped the ancient legislation under distinct headings. The format of
Raymond’s revision resembles the constitutions of other Canonical Orders of the period. The
unique feature of the Dominican constitutions, however, is that they alone made provision for
study. The constitutions of Prémontré, St. Victor of Paris, St. Denis of Rheims, the Austin
Canons and the Grandmontines do not say a word about study.(26) Yet we know that Canons
Regular, since they were clerics, did devote considerable time to study and writing. The
Dominicans, unlike other Orders, made study an essential part of their rule. Study, therefore, did
not have the same importance in other Canonical institutes as it did in the Order of St. Dominic.
With the Dominicans learning was not a luxury, but a necessity; the pursuit of learning was not a
concession, but an obligation. This new role of study in religious life was necessitated by the
special end of the Order, which was the preaching of sacred doctrine.
Another interesting light is thrown upon the place of study in the Order by thirteenth century
writings concerning the Order. By the middle of the thirteenth century Dominicans were very
conscious of the greatness of their ideal. During the second half of the century there appeared a
considerable number of literary works designed to increase devotion and to record the traditions
of the Order: ut devotio amplius augeatur and ut cuncti . . . noverint sui status primordia et
progressus.(27) The Vitae Fratrum or Gerard of Frachet falls into this category. More important,
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however, are the various big bibliographical lists of illustrious men. These lists combine two
aspects of the Order in describing illustrious Dominicans: sanctity and learning.(28) These lists
of renowned theologians are not simply historical chronicles; they are rather ascetico-scientific
works intended to arouse in the reader a deeper appreciation of Dominican tradition. An example
of this type of work is the treatise of Stephen of Salanhac (+1291) entitled De Quatuor in Quibus
Deus Pracdicatorum Ordinem Insignivit.(29) This treatise, which was completed by Bernard Gui
early in the fourteenth century, is divided into four parts corresponding to the four marks by
which God distinguished the Order of Preachers. The first mark is the greatness of its founder,
who was Christlike; the second is the glorious title of Preacher, which is apostolic; the third mark
is its illustrious progeny which illuminates the world, and fourth is the excellence and security of
its rule of life. In listing the illustrious men of the Order Stephen of Salanhac first describes those
who have given their lives for the faith (fratres passi pro fide), then he lists those who have been
illustrious in writing and in doctrine (viri illustres in scriptis et doctrinis). Historians today are,
of course, very grateful for such reliable catalogues, but medieval readers were expected to be
edified by these examples of the Dominican ideal in practice.
Briefly, then, we can say that Dominic had a new conception of religious life. Its purpose was the
preaching of sacred doctrine and the salvation of souls. The sublime office of preacher had never
before been the goal of any Order. Preaching belonged by divine right to bishops, the
authoritative teachers of sacred doctrine. Dominic was given authority to establish preaching as
the goal of his Order by the universal bishop of Christendom, the Holy Father. In order to attain
such a goal, Dominic took the three means he knew as a Canon Regular, namely solemn vows,
regular life with its monastic observances and solemn recitation of the divine office. To these he
added the new element of study; this was necessitated by the special goal of preaching. Study,
therefore, was the new feature in St. Dominic’s way of life.
II

Lest we read historical facts oblivious of the implications of such a novelty, let us try to analyze
the place of study in the ideal of St. Dominic by posing a few questions.
1. What did St. Dominic and the early brethren mean by the word ‘study’? Does study mean
simply reading, as one would read a newspaper, a magazine or a best-seller? The Latin verb
studere means a pushing forward with effort, or a striving after something with zeal. The Latin
word studium means not only ‘study’ or a place of study in the English sense, but very often it
has its original sense of ‘zeal’. Therefore the reading of newspapers and magazines is not study.
Neither is watching television or listening to a lecture what is meant by study. A lecture may be
very helpful for acquiring new ideas or direction in thought. Real study, however, requires the
quiet of one’s room or the library. The rule of silence in Dominican houses has always been
called “the most holy law” and “foremost of all observances”(50) because it is necessary for
study as well as for prayer. Studying, therefore, is not to be confused with wide reading, spiritual
reading or even with reading the Bible. Wide reading is excellent for acquiring a wide range of
information. Spiritual reading is necessary for the spiritual life. Reading the Bible is essential for
a Dominican. But study, real study, is the intellectual grapling with truth.
In describing the Dominican rule Jordan of Saxony said discere et docere. Discere, to learn,
means to acquire a perception in the manner of a disciple learning new truths; it means to acquire
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truth from a teacher. The doctrine, or learning which has been thus acquired can then be taught to
others. B1. Jordan’s expression, discere et docere, as the rule of the Dominican Order
corresponds perfectly to St. Thomas’ expression: contemplare et contemplata aliis tradere.(31)
“The highest place among religious orders,” writes St. Thomas, “is held by those which are
ordained to teaching and preaching, which functions belong to and participate in the perfection
of bishops.”(32) Commenting upon this the older Dominican constitutions declare:
Of such type is our Order of Preachers, which from its first foundation is principally, essentially
and by name ordained to teaching and preaching, to communicating to others the fruits of
contemplation.(33)
It is clear, then, that the fruits of contemplation which are given to others in Dominican teaching
and preaching are none other than those acquired by study, learning, contemplation. The three
expressions, studere, discere, and contemplare, designated one and the same reality among
Dominicans of the thirteenth century. That reality is the zealous, human effort by which truth is
assimilated.
2. What truth, we may ask, is the object of Dominican study? Is it philosophical truth? Is it
knowledge of current political affairs, literature or sports? The constitutions are very explicit
about this when they declare “the assiduous study of sacred truth.” Sacred truth is the sacra
doctrina of divine revelation contained in Sacred Scripture and interpreted by the Church. The
prestige of a Master in Sacred Theology and a Preacher General in the thirteenth century is
intelligible only in terms of the sacred doctrine which is to be given to others in the apostolate. It
has been said(34) that the Dominican Order has a transcendental relation to truth, that is, to
sacred truth and the Absolute Truth which is God Himself. The Order of Preachers was described
by Mechtilde of Magdeburg as “Ordo veritatis lucidae“,(35) luminous truth because the object of
its study, teaching and preaching is the sacred truth of sacred doctrine.
What, then, about the study of philosophy, the arts and current affairs? The primitive
constitutions explicitly forbade the study of philosophy and the liberal arts.
The brethren are not to study the books of classical authors and philosophers, even though they
glance at them briefly. They are not to pursue secular learning, not even the liberal arts, unless
the Master of the Order or the General Chapter disposes otherwise in certain cases. Rather the
brethren both young and old are to study only theological books.(36)
This legislation is taken almost verbatim from the ancient Church law governing monks.(37) In
the early days there was no need to study philosophy or the arts in the Order; young men entered
already trained in the humanities at the university. St. Albert received his arts training at Padua,
St. Thomas at Naples; they were prepared to study theology. By 1259, however, it became
evident that youths entering the Order were not sufficiently trained; the new ratio studiorum of
1259 established studia philosophiae in certain provinces corresponding to the university faculty
of arts. But even in these houses of philosophy students were required to attend the theology
lectures of the lector primarius. In other words, the study of philosophy was considered a
necessary means to theology, the study of sacred doctrine.
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The principal study of every Dominican cleric in the thirteenth century was theology, even when
he was assigned to a studium of logic or natural philosophy. The importance of philosophy for
theology cannot be over-estimated. Since the middle of the thirteenth century the Order of
Preachers has continually fostered the study of philosophy the sciences and arts — all with a
view to sacred doctrine and the apostolate. “Our study,” declare the primitive constitutions,
“must aim principally at this, that we might be useful to the souls of others.”
3. Upon whom, however, does this obligation to study rest? It would seem that only those who
are assigned by superiors to study have the obligation, for example, students during their years of
training and Fathers who are sent on to special studies. Not all Dominicans have the same
inclination to study. Thus it would seem that those who can take it should take it. Further,
superiors are preoccupied with details of the common good and hence would seem to be exempt
from study. It is often said that once a man is elected or appointed superior, his days of study are
over. Furthermore, it would seem that brethren who are engaged in the apostolate or parish work
or full-time teaching in high schools are too busy to study beyond the immediate needs of class.
All things considered, it would appear that only those assigned to study have the leisure or the
obligation to study.
Before answering this question one historical point ought to be clarified with regard to actual
preaching in the thirteenth century. Every member of the Order in the Middle Ages was
technically called a ‘Preacher’, just as every Franciscan was called a ‘Minorite’. But not every
Dominican was given the honor of actual preaching. Only specially qualified Fathers were given
a mandatum to preach by the Prior, Provincial or General Chapter.(38) A preacher thus
commissioned was not to be burdened with temporal administration, nor was he to carry
anything with him except necessary clothing and books.(39) Sermons were also given by
Masters in Sacred Theology in the university and curia, preaching was a function proper to
masters in theology. But other members of the Order could only prepare themselves for the day
when they too might receive the mandate to preach or become a master.
But with regard to the means chosen by St. Dominic for his way of life every Dominican,
whether he be superior or subject, teacher or student, preacher or secretary, was obliged to the
three solemn vows, to regular life with its monastic observances, to the solemn recitation of
divine office, and to the assiduous study of sacred truth. Even the most inept cleric in the Order
was bound to assiduous study according to his abilities. The obligation of choral office was not
limited to those with good voices; nor was the obligation of common life restricted to the
gregarious. Why, then, should we think that the obligation to study fell only on geniuses? Study,
therefore, is a universal obligation in the Order as serious in intent as solemn recitation of the
divine office and regular observance. In fact, historically and constitutionally study is more
important, since from the very beginning of the Order the constitutions readily provided for
dispensations from choir and certain observances for the sake of study.(40) But they provided no
dispensation from study itself.
While it is true that superiors have less time for study than their subjects, this does not relieve
them of the obligation to study. In the thirteenth century, we have already noted, priors were held
to attend the daily theological lecture of the rector primarius. St. Albert the Great wrote most of
his commentaries on Aristotle when he was Provincial of Germany, preacher of the crusades or
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burdened with the episcopal office. Hugh of St. Cher prepared his monumental work on the
Bible while he was an active Cardinal of the Church. Peter of Tarentaise revised his commentary
on the Sentences while he was Provincial of France. Hervé Nédélec was most energetic in study
and writing during his Provincialate and Generalate. Cajetan was Master General of the Order
and Cardinal when he wrote his remarkable commentary on the Summa of St. Thomas. In the
thirteenth century Provincials were expected to study sacred doctrine assiduously; commonly
they were assigned by the General Chapter to teach theology in a studium after their term of
office. There was no doubt, at least before the Reformation, that study was binding upon all
Dominicans, lay-Brothers and Sisters excepted. “The brethren,” stated the constitutions, “ought
to be so intent on study that by day and night, at home or on a journey, they read or meditate on
something, and endeavor to commit to memory whatever they can.”(41)
The medieval mind would have found it hard to comprehend the excuse that a Dominican is too
busy with the apostolate to study. The argument that a preacher is too busy preaching to pray
would have been just as incomprehensible. Mention has already been made of the constitution
forbidding preachers to carry anythin with them excent clothing and books. St. Dominic himseff
always carried with him the Gospel according to St. Matthew and the Epistles of St. Paul.(42)
Jordan of Saxony listed books as the first necessity of mendicant preachers.(43) The more one is
engaged in preaching and the apostolate, the more one needs the light of divine truth, just as he
needs the strength of prayer. In the Dominican Order no one is exempt from the assiduous study
of divine truth.
The story is told of a certain friar in the early days of the Order who neglected study for the sake
of long prayers and works of asceticism. Once he was discovered “the brethren often accused
him of making himself useless to the Order by not studying.”(44)
4. How much, we may ask, should a Dominican study in order to fulfill his constitutional
obligations? From what has already been said, no other answer can be given but: Always,
according to the dictates of supernatural prudence. Just as we are told by Christ to “pray always
and not lose heart” (Luke 18:1), so a Dominican is told by his constitutions to study always
without interruption. The primitive constitutions use the expression “by day and night, at home
or on a journey”. The modern constitutions express this by the word “assiduous”. The Latin word
assiduus means continual, unremitting, incessant, perpetual. For a Dominican there is no time
limit to the assiduous study of sacred truth.
The profundity, breadth, care and zeal of St. Albert’s study are apparent on every page of his
writings. The prodigious industry of St. Thomas has never ceased to astound later generations;
the clarity and precision of his style, the aptness of his quotations, the extent of his sources and
the genius of his synthesis all testify to ceaseless study. Describing Cardinal Cajetan, the careful
historians, Quétif and Echard, remark:
What is more amazing about Cajetan, however, is his pertinacity in the study of letters, so that no
day ever passed without his having written a line whether he was alone or engaged in official
duties, whether at home or on a journey, whether as cardinal or legate, free or captive, healthy or
sick. This is evident if one examines the lower margin of each of his writings where the place,
day, year and current activities are diligently noted. Hence, it is related, he was wont to say that
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he could hardly excuse from grievous sin a fellow Dominican who failed to devote at least four
hours a day to study.(45)
This strong statement attributed to Cajetan indicates the seriousness of study in the Dominican
Order. It is an obligation arising not from Holy Orders, but from the solemn vow to live
according to the rule and constitutions of the Order. Contempt for study amounts to contempt of
the constitutions. Neglect of study in the Order is neglect of sanctity. Every Dominican,
therefore, has an obligation not binding on secular priests, monks or other religious. This is the
obligation to study without ceasing.
In discussing the frequency of prayer St. Thomas distinguishes between prayer itself and the root
of prayer.(46) Prayer arises from the desire of charity, which desire must be within us
continually either actually or habitually. Actual prayer, however cannot be continual (assiduus)
because of other necessities. Similarly it can be said that for a Dominican study must be
assiduous in its root, which is desire for the ideal of St. Dominic. Actual study cannot be
assiduous or unremitting because of other necessities. The amount of actual study every day
must be determined by the ideal of St. Dominic and daily necessities.
A learned Dominican of the last century, Fr. Alberto Guglielmotti, used to say to his novices, “A
true Dominican ought to die at his desk or in the pulpit.”(47) Fr. Guglielmotti himself died
fittingly at his desk on September 29, 1893.
5. One final question must be asked before we have a complete picture of study in the ideal of St.
Dominic. What about sanctity? The picture presented thus far seems to imply that study is more
important than sanctity in the Order of Preachers. Not at all. Sanctity is the common goal of all
the faithful and of all religious. Striving for sanctity is not peculiar to any one religious
community or rule. The way in which one organization strives for sanctity is established in the
rule and constitutions officially approved by the Church. There are many religious communities
in the Church, each with its own goal to achieve and rule of life directed to that goal. Individual
members attain sanctity by fidelity to the goal and the way of life. In other words, sanctity is the
goal of every religious, but the manner of attaining sanctity is peculiar to a particular rule of life.
Sanctity is attained by fidelity to the rule over and above the ordinary means established for all
the faithful.
Sanctity for a Dominican is attained through the rule of life proper to the Order of Preachers, that
is, through the goal of preaching and the four means specified in the constitutions. A Dominican,
therefore, cannot progress in sanctity except through his vows, the solemn recitation of divine
office, regular life with its monastic observances, and assiduous study of sacred truth.
Beginners in the Dominican way of life not uncommonly experience a conflict between the
desire for prayer and the obligation of study. Sometimes there seems to be an opposition behveen
the spiritual life and the intellectual life of an individual. Patience, perseverance, meditation and
the study of theology, however, gradually unite the disparate impressions into a single ideal, the
ideal seen and loved by St. Dominic himself. This ideal is so sublimely one that no aspect can be
neglected without losing the whole.
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The ideal of St. Dominic was beautifully described by God the Father in a dialogue with St.
Catherine of Siena:
Look at the ship of thy father Dominic, My beloved son: he ordered it most perfectly, wishing
that his sons should apply themselves only to My honor and the salvation of souls, with the light
of science, which light he laid as his principal foundation, not, however, on that account, being
deprived of true and voluntary poverty, but having it also…. But for his more immediate and
personal object he took the light of science in order to extirpate the errors which had arisen in his
time, thus taking on him the office of My only-begotten Son, the Word.(48)
Learning is so important for a Dominican that he might well fear the words of the Prophet Osee:
“Because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will reject thee, that thou shalt not do the office of
priesthood to me.”(49)
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CENTRAL PROVINCE

INITIATE FORMATION
5. COMMUNITY

“FOR WHERE TWO OR THREE ARE GATHERED
TOGETHER IN MY NAME, THERE AM I IN THE MIDST OF
THEM” (Mt 18: 20)
“LORD, IT IS GOOD THAT WE ARE HERE.” (Mt 17: 4)

COMMUNITY is the third pillar of the Dominican Order. A building, dependent
on four pillars, will fall if one of the pillars is weak. Prayer, Study and Mission are
usually present in our Dominican Chapters; however, sometimes Community is
not taken seriously enough. Can you imagine a Contemplative Nun asking to be
excused from the Convent for a week or two each month? The Prioress would
question her vocation. Our Community consists in attending our monthly
meetings faithfully. It is so important that we must schedule our busy lives
around that meeting. We should want to attend and participate in Chapter
meetings. Community is a wonderful and necessary thing as St. Dominic imagined
it so many years ago.

COMMUNITY – What is it?
This is a question which has just as many answers as it has people trying to
achieve it. In biology it is described as a group of interacting organisms sharing an
environment. Sociology supplies us with over one hundred definitions. Think of
the virtual communities which did not exist ten years ago. President Obama
worked as a ‘Community Organizer’. Many join a Sorority, Kiwanis, Bridge Clubs,
the American Legion or the Knights of Columbus in search of it. How often do you
see a community of men who meet regularly at McDonald’s to solve the problems
of the world?
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In a 1986 study Sense of Community Macmillan and Chavis offered four criteria
for a community:
1. Membership – There must be some rules for becoming and remaining a
member;
2. Influence – Members influence each other and attempt to extend their
influence beyond their community, if only to attract new members;
3. Integration and fulfillment of needs – This is the raisond’etre of the
community and without it, the group will slowly fade away;
4. Shared emotional connection – This must build over time and will unite the
members to remain involved and active.
Community comes from the Latin: cum – with and munus – gift. To come
together in a group is a gift for the individual and the group itself; there is
“strength in numbers” and “two heads are better than one”. Men and women
are social animals, pack animals, who gravitate to one another and live together,
seeking out one another. Witness the growth of ‘Coffee Houses’ where often
people come together to work alone but in the proximity of others. Many elderly
shop often just to get out of their houses and to be around other people.

COMMUNITY HISTORY
In history we could site many examples of communities from the Greek CityStates to the Feudal communities which grew up around the Lord’s castle. The
Jewish people have been a united community for five thousand years: “You shall
be my people and I will be your God”. (Ez. 36: 28) In the time of Jesus the
Essenes lived in a monastic community at Qumran (it is generally accepted) where
centuries later their library was discovered.
St. John the Baptist founded a community of disciples who followed his
teachings and practices. Jesus chose to found a small community of Apostles and
a larger community of disciples and followers who accompanied Him. His
Apostles were with Him day and night for three years. Later, after abandoning
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Him, they came together with Mary and other disciples in a house where they
received the Holy Spirit and a new community was born, the Church. Smaller
communities were then formed by the Apostles throughout the Middle East and,
thus, we have the followers of Matthew, John, Peter, etc. St. Paul made it his
vocation to visit communities in Corinth, Antioch, Ephesus, etc.
The Church has always encouraged the founding and nurturing of communities
as a way to spread the ‘Good News.’ The Catechism of the Catholic Church (752)
says, “In Christian usage, the word ‘church’ designates the liturgical assembly, but
also the local community or the whole universal community of believers. These
three meanings are inseparable. ‘The Church’ is the People that God gathers in
the whole world. She exists in local communities and is made real as liturgical,
above all a Eucharistic, assembly. She draws her life from the word and the Body
of Christ and so herself becomes Christ’s Body.” And 807: “The Church is this
Body of which Christ is the head: she lives from Him, in Him, and for Him; He
lives with her and in her.” We belong to the greatest community on earth and are
obligated to participate in its actions. “Each disciple of Christ has the obligation of
spreading the faith to the best of his ability.” (Lumen Gentium 17)
“The faithful are called as individuals to exercise an apostolate in the various
conditions of their life. They must, however, remember that man is social by
nature and that it has been God’s pleasure to assemble those who believe in
Christ and make of them the People of God , a single body.” (Apostolicam
Actuositatem 18) In commenting on this Br. Ambrose Sigman O.P. writes, “…
since man is a social creature, this calling [the apostolate] can be exercised in the
context of a group or association”.
Pope John Paul II in “Christifideles Laici” (29) elaborates, “Church communion,
already present and at work in the activities of the individual, finds its specific
expression in the lay faithful’s working together in groups, that is, in activities
done with others in the course of their responsible participation in the life and
mission of the Church”. Throughout the history of the Church various groups
have arisen and been approved by the Church to spread the ‘Good News’.
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ST. DOMINIC
When St. Dominic began to form the Dominicans he was directed to choose a
Rule that had already been approved. Being of late a Canon Regular he chose the
Rule of St. Augustine. The latter wrote, “The main purpose for you having come
together is to live harmoniously in your house, intent upon God in oneness of
mind and heart”. (1:2) The Dominican fathers surrendered their priory to a group
of nuns in Madrid in 1220 so that the nuns could begin community life. This
probably occurred under the direction of St. Dominic who wrote to the nuns, “If
until the present you have not had a place in which to live your religious life, now
you can no longer be excused, because by the grace of God you have buildings
suitable enough for living the religious life”. In 1228 the ‘Primitive Constitutions’
reflect these references: “Because a precept of our Rule commands us to have
one heart and one mind in the Lord, it is fitting that we, who live under one rule
and under the vow of one profession, be found uniform in the observance of
canonical religious life, in order that the uniformity maintained in our external
conduct may foster and indicate the unity which should be present interiorly in
our hearts”. (Prologue) These thoughts have survived through the centuries and
continue to inspire and lead us until this present day.

LAY DOMINICANS
The Lay Dominicans have existed, under various names, since the beginning of
the Dominican Order. From the penitential movements surrounding St. Dominic,
the first Rule promulgated in 1285, through the present Rule approved in 1987 we
have been called ‘To Praise, To Bless, To Preach’. By virtue of our Baptism we, as
disciples of Christ, have been made participants in the prophetic, priestly and
royal office of Jesus Christ. We have assumed the apostolic obligation to preach
Jesus’ ‘Good News’ to ourselves, our neighbor and to all to the best of our ability.
Our Rule, which we know, love and follow states:
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2. Some of these disciples of Christ, moved by the Holy Spirit to live a life
according to the spirit and charism of St. Dominic, are incorporated into the
Order according to their appropriate statutes.
3. Lay Dominicans are united in communities, and they constitute with
other groups of the Order, one Family.
8. Lay Dominicans should strive, to the best of their ability, to live in true
familial communion in accordance with the spirit of the Beatitudes in every
circumstance…
15. The local community is the appropriate means for nourishing and
developing each member’s dedication to his or her vocation…Faithful
attendance demonstrates the fidelity of each member.
Our Guidelines further elaborate this latter point:
15.b. Regular attendance at meetings is of the utmost importance for all
members. For those having made their final profession, regular
attendance witnesses to their Dominican vocation. For those in the early
stages of formation, their presence at meetings manifests their Dominican
calling…Fidelity to one’s vocation through regular attendance at
community meetings is of the utmost importance.

The primary truth in the spiritual life, sine qua non, is that all advancement is
based on regularity. Whether you are seeking to improve your prayer life, your
practice of charity, your patience, your steps into contemplation, you will only
advance step by step with consistency and persistence. There is no other way.
Even Jesus Christ took three years to achieve His goal of saving the world and
after two thousand years we are still participating in this apostolic work with Him.
Saints have become Saints by rising each day and trying to live a life in
communion with Christ. Upon returning to Nazareth after the Temple incident,
“ Jesus advanced in wisdom and age and favor before God and man.” (Luke 2: 52)
This is why our Rule leads us to sanctification: it instructs us to be faithful in
our prayer life, to persevere with our studies, to continue to preach and to build
up our community by assiduously attending our Chapter Meetings. To live and
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operate alone is obviously not the Dominican way of life. We are not hermits but
social beings who benefit by the example we give and receive from our brothers
and sisters. This is something that takes time to build but is a beautiful thing
when it occurs. A true blessing! Community life is not always easy and often
challenging but ultimately life-affirming.

COMMUNITY LIFE
“All members bear responsibility for contributing to the climate, creativity
and content of community life. Each member receives back what he/she
invests in the communal life of a Lay Dominican. Community life should be
democratic and participatory.” (A Handbook for Lay Dominican
Leadership, p.11) Here are some suggestions for making meetings
Dominican:
 PRAYER. From St. Dominic the Dominicans have been devoted to
the Liturgy of the Hours. For this traditional reason each meeting
should include an Hour, depending on the time of day. In addition
to tradition this prayer of the Church, the prayer of Christ, must
have a salutary effect on each of us and the group. We need all the
help that we can get. Especially recommended is the Office of
Readings as it includes a reading from the Fathers of the Church. For
years our communities have been encouraged to allow time for
preaching (a reflection) on the the day’s relevant Scripture with
feedback and discussion. We are an Order of Preachers.
 STUDY. Members should engage in study according to their stages.
They should use the materials from the Provincial Formation
Program with a variety of resources. Study is not spoonfed by the
lecture method but is interactive. Participation is necessary. Study
at home is necessary and encouraged.
 MISSION. Members are encouraged to perform a ministry, e.g.
visiting the sick, teaching catechism, working in a soup kitchen,
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helping in a parish, etc. If unable, they should pray for the Mission
of the Church. In addition, each Chapter should have a chapter
project in which all collaborate in some manner. Bring a nonperishable food item for the poor (a Dominican tradition) to your
meeting.
 COMMUNITY. Refreshments and conversation encourage a collegial
atmosphere of good cheer. Get to know each other. A yearly Day of
Recollection is a must for fostering Dominican Spirituality. A good
suggestion is to have a Christmas party for a relaxing and celebratory
end to the year.
There must be a reason why “Community” has persisted through the
centuries as a Dominican Pillar. It is necessary. It is good. It is a blessing.

CONTEMPLARI,
ET ALIIS
CONTEMPLATA.

VERITAS

LAUDARE-BENEDICERE-PRAEDICARE
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RESOURCES

“The Bologna Document” This should be read, studied and discussed as it
is very well-known and an important document which officially integrated
Lay Dominicans into the Order. Very important.
[SEE AND READ ATTACHED]

WEB 2.0-YOUTUBE

Fr. Joseph Alobaidi O.P. discusses Dominican life and Community:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjodybzLG4E

An inspiring video on what Community Life means to the Dominican
Sisters:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR_Y72dJ2N0

You will like this video from the Irish Dominicans which illustrates in a
modern fashion the melding of Community with Contemplation and the
Active Life; very enjoyable (those Irish!):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6AsnN-hQac
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The Bologna Document
On the Dominican Family
Rome, 1983

1. Prologue

God continually calls a people out of darkness into the light of the Good News of Jesus
Christ. He has always called men and women to worship him and to proclaim his name.
Dominic heard his call in the cry of the men and women of his time and brought them a
message of hope and freedom. From the very beginning people followed in the footsteps
of Dominic. Today Dominican men and women are attentive, as Dominic was, to the
needs of our time.

The Church, the people of God, is open to the Gospel values wherever they are found and
proclaims these values to the ends of the earth. The followers of Dominic, because of their
diversity, are a microcosm of the Church, in the local community and throughout the world,
fully engaged in spreading the Word of God. Faithful to the example of Christ and the
vision of Dominic, we are open to the Spirit, continually calling the Church to make the
risen Lord present in every age and culture.

2. Charism of Dominic

1. Dominic was a man of the Gospel in word and in deed. He had only one passion: to
know and to experience the Word of God in truth and from this experience to announce
the compassion of God to men and women.
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2. The Word of God who became man in the womb of Mary now takes flesh in us, a Word
contemplated, celebrated in joy, studied attentively, lived and announced as Good News.

Dominic was at the heart of the Church in the service of the world. He was
sensitive to the Word spoken in the heart of every man and woman, especially
those who were enslaved in misery and need. We share in that charism and his
prophetic vision, proclaiming the Word that the Lord puts into our hearts.

Our apostolic way of life is continually renewed in dialogue with our brothers and
sisters and challenged by the values of the Gospel. Dominic associated women
with his mission, thus affirming their place in the Church and its mission. As his
heirs we have the task of manifesting the equality and complementarity of men
and women.

We are open to the world, celebrating the goodness of creation and encouraged
to use our freedom and to develop the gifts God has given us.
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3. Followers of Dominic

1. From the very beginning the charism of Dominic was realized in different groups. New
forms are still emerging, but all find their roots in Dominic. He is their common father.

The first group to be called into existence by Dominic's preaching was the nuns.
In the first stage they formed part of the Jesu Christi Praedicatio of which
Dominic was the leader. After he had established an Order, the nuns became
part of that Order. They were deeply rooted in Dominic's work of preaching by
their totally contemplative way of life. The nuns retain their original relationship to
the Order through their profession made to the Master of the Order, the
successor of Dominic.

In 1215 Dominic founded his Order of Preaching Friars, whose purpose was
summed up by Honorius III. God has inspired you to embrace a life of poverty
and regular observance and to devote yourselves to preaching the Word of God,
making known the name of our Lord Jesus Christ through the world. The friars
comprise priests and brothers, forming a branch of the Dominican Family, under
the Master.

From the beginning, groups of lay people associated themselves with the Order,
some of whom committed themselves to its life and mission in a more integral
way, either in fraternities or as Brothers and Sisters of Penance of Saint Dominic,
with their own proper rule. The Dominican laity is directly under the authority of
the Master.

In a similar way, there arose fraternities of priests who wished to be integrated
into the life and charism of Dominic and his Order.

Over a period, especially in the nineteenth century, different congregations of
sisters were formed, who by their mission shared directly in the Order's charism
of preaching. Each congregation is independent, and profession incorporates the
sisters into their congregation and the Order. In the twentieth century secular
institutes sprang up. Their call to evangelization is by way of a presence to the
world in which they live out their total gift of themselves to God. They make
profession of counsels in the spirit of Dominic.
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A phenomenon of our time is the emergence of groups of looser structures who
look to Dominic and the Order for inspiration. These new groups, together with
members of associations connected with the Order along with relatives, friends,
and collaborators, belong to the Dominican Family in a broad sense.

2. Sharing in Dominic's charism these various groups participate in the one Dominican
vocation. In complementarity and mutual collaboration, these branches constitute the
Dominican Family and realize their mission while respecting the autonomy and vocation
proper to each.

The principle and sign of unity of the Dominican Family is the Master of the
Order, successor of Saint Dominic, the one who grants aggregation to the Order,
the one who outside the General Chapter guarantees and promotes fidelity to the
spirit of Saint Dominic.

On the basis of their equality, the different branches discover their responsibility
for one another. This care for one another is expressed by regional, national and
international organizations. All of these serve to foster cooperation at the local
level, which remains the most fundamental area of mission and unity.

4. Evangelization as Common Mission for the Kingdom

1. The members of the Dominican Family live out their baptismal commitment and their
special Dominican charism. The particular mission we receive is the proclamation of the
Word of God, above all by sharing, as Dominic did, God's mercy as a sign of liberation.

In the spirit of Dominic this Word is addressed to all, to the sinners, the destitute
and the afflicted,1 and is awaited especially by the poor, the blind, captives and
those on the margins of society.

1

Cf. Blessed Jordan of Saxony, Lib. 12.
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Preaching in the various forms as understood in the Dominican tradition, is the
indispensable liberating force most needed in the contemporary world, and
without it the command to spread the Kingdom cannot be fulfilled.

Open to the actual needs of the time we search for a path to young people and
their world.

The Dominican Family, especially the Dominican Laity, show to its
contemporaries the richness of an authentic apostolic lay spirituality.

2. The Dominican charism of preaching is continually nourished by the Word shared in
community. Thus, in the proclamation of the Word of God the Dominican Family expresses
a unity centered on the Word of God and seeks to give common witness to the Good
News.

3. So that we might be effective preachers, we see ongoing formation as a central task.
Our study is, above all, of the Word of God, but we must also seek to understand the world
in which that Word is proclaimed. In a rapidly changing world, Dominicans listen to and
welcome the Word of God already present in the cultures in which we live. We must also
be in the vanguard in proclaiming the liberating Good News in diverse cultures.

5. Conclusion

The Dominican Family is present with a certain vitality in all five continents. We are united
to one another by the deepest bonds of the Lord's love. We affirm our solidarity with all our
suffering brothers and sisters, especially those who are persecuted for their fearless
proclamation of the Gospel of peace and justice. Grounded in the profound peace of our
common vocation we move full of hope into the future. We pray the Holy Spirit to renew in
us the courage to continue in the footsteps of Dominic, speaking only to God and of God.
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CENTRAL PROVINCE

INITIATE FORMATION
6. MISSION

“[JESUS] JOURNEYED FROM ONE TOWN AND VILLAGE
TO ANOTHER, PREACHING AND PROCLAIMING THE
GOOD NEWS OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.” (Luke 8: 1)

The Dominicans were founded in the thirteenth century by St. Dominic as the
‘Order of Preachers’. He saw their mission as that of preaching the Gospel to the
saved and the unsaved. In the three letters we have of St. Dominic he describes
himself as: ‘Master of the Preachers’; ‘the Least Among Preachers’; and ‘Humble
Minister of Preaching’. The picture on the cover shows Dominic selling his books
and then giving the money to the poor.
We read in “The Primitive Constitutions of the Order of Friars Preachers” from
1228, “[Preachers] shall receive a blessing and then go forth as men desirous of
their own salvation and the salvation of others. Let them act, with religious
decorum, as men of the Gospel following in the footsteps of their Savior and
speaking with or about God to themselves and their neighbor…” (XXXI).
Our three mottos remind us of the centrality of preaching:
1. Veritas (truth)
2. Laudare-Benedicere-Praedicare (to praise-to bless-to preach)
3. Contemplari et Contemplata aliis tradere (to contemplate and to pass on
to others that which is contemplated)
All of us, as Dominicans, are to imitate Jesus, as Luke writes above, preaching
and proclaiming the good news of the Kingdom of God in our daily lives as befits
our personal station in life. No hard and fast rules can be set as to how we will
accomplish our preaching. We must do this after prayer and study. But we must
do something. The Rule of St. Augustine (Chapter II, 1.) states, “Be assiduous in
prayer (Col 4: 2), at the hours and times appointed.” The Primitive Constitutions
(XXXI) command that Preachers must be well-grounded in Theology, “We ordain
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that no one shall be made a preacher general before he has listened to theology
lectures for three years.” (XXXI)
HOLY PREACHING
When Dominicans refer to the HOLY PREACHING, the last paragraph is what
they are talking about. The ‘Preaching’ becomes ‘Holy’ because the preacher
strives for holiness in his or her life. Preachers must practice what they preach.
In India one does not teach ‘Holiness’ as a Guru until he has reached that level of
holiness he is teaching. Remember: we pass on to others (Preach) the fruits of
our prayer life. The key to a ‘prayer life’ is persistence. Even after Paul was struck
down and converted, he ran the race, step by step; he persevered.
Secondly, the HOLY PREACHING refers to much more than the Homily at Mass.
Preaching involves our whole life. As lay men and women we are precluded from
preaching at Mass ordinarily. We and the Friars, Brothers, Nuns and Sisters
preach the Good News to everyone we meet and wherever we go. We are
preaching when we study, tend the sick, visit the prisoner, teach catechism,
attend our Chapter meeting, etc. We are preaching to our family members in the
good times and the bad times. We preach to each other by our example and
words during our Chapter meetings which is why it is so important to attend.
What is the purpose of this HOLY PREACHING? We can take our cue from a
Statement on Preaching by the Preaching Advisory Board: “The end of preaching
is to cause hearers to move closer to the Person of Christ. Preaching is about this
approach of persons to God. Preaching is not just about helping others
‘understand better’. It is not enough just to communicate a message. We are
called to preach the Person of Christ, not merely the message of Christ. The end
of preaching is not that people ‘like the sermon’ [or the Preacher] but that they
‘catch fire’. Preaching must effect in the hearer a palpable movement in truth
and grace toward Christ. In this way, preaching is quasi-sacramental.” What a
wonderful obligation and opportunity we have in the HOLY PREACHING. We pray;
we study; we meet in community; then we go out to the ‘Cumans.’ (An area in
Central and Eastern Europe where Dominic wished to preach as a missionary but
did not.)
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“Were not our hearts burning (within us) while He spoke to us on the way and
opened the scriptures to us.” (Luke 24: 32)
CHRISTIAN OBLIGATION
Our mission as Dominicans is not something unique to the Dominican Order,
but is an obligation for every Christian. “The Church---that is, the kingdom of
Christ already present in mystery---grows visibly through the power of God in the
world.” (Lumen Gentium 3) “The Church…receives the mission of proclaiming and
establishing among all peoples the kingdom of Christ and of God…” (LG 5) “Each
disciple of Christ has the obligation of spreading the faith to the best of his
ability.” (LG 17) “The apostolate of the Church therefore and of each of its
members, aims primarily at announcing to the world by word and action the
message of Christ and communicating to it the grace of Christ…The witness of life,
however, is not the sole element in the apostolate; the true apostle is on the
lookout for occasions of announcing Christ by word, either to unbelievers to draw
them towards the faith, or to the faithful to instruct them, strengthen them, incite
them to a more fervent life; ‘for Christ’s love urges us on’ (2 Cor. 5: 14), and in
the hearts of all should the apostle’s words find echo: ‘Woe to me if I do not
preach the Gospel’” (1 Cor. 9: 16). (Apostolicam Actuositatem 6)
Becoming Dominican means becoming Christian. We hope to say with Paul,
“yet I live, no longer I, but Christ lives in me.” (Gal. 2: 20) As Christ is the Head
and we are the Body of the Church, He carries out the mission of the Church
through us. As the Catechism of the Catholic Church states: “Since, like all the
faithful, lay Christians are entrusted with the apostolate by virtue of their Baptism
and Confirmation, they have the right and duty, individually or grouped in
associations, to work so that the divine message of salvation may be known and
accepted by all men throughout the earth.” ( 900) So we do not receive our
mission of preaching the ‘Good News” as a commission from a Bishop or a
Provincial but directly from God as a result of our Baptism and Confirmation. This
is an obligation which must be taken very seriously and worked on to the best of
our ability. We must pray and study over it and come together to learn more.
There is no better place to urge us on than our Dominican way of life. We know
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that “where two or three are gathered together,” Jesus and the Holy Spirit are
present to inspire us to live our faith as mature adults.
LAY DOMINICAN RULE
The Lay Dominican Rule emphasizes our mission for the members:
 They carefully attend to the principal goals of the Church’s
contemporary apostolate, striving in a special way to manifest true
mercy for all who are suffering, to defend freedom, and to promote
justice and peace. (6)
 Inspired by the charism of the Order, they are mindful that their
apostolic activity emanates from an abundance of contemplation. (7)
 The purpose of Dominican formation is to mold true adults in the Faith,
capable of accepting, celebrating and proclaiming the Word of God. (11)
 Every Dominican must be prepared to preach the Word of God. (12)
MISSION: INDIVIDUAL AND CHAPTER
The individual member must decide for himself or herself how he or she
will participate in the Church’s mission of preaching the Gospel. This depends
upon their state in life, their ability, their knowledge, their commitment and
their stage of formation. It is such an individual, perhaps private, decision that
is reached after prayer and study. You decide but do something; even if you
can only pray (a major contribution).
The Chapter should also be encouraged to take up a Chapter mission.
What can they do as a group to participate in the Church’s mission? What
work of mercy could be agreed upon and with the participation of the
members be accomplished? This is also a great means to build community.
They are also encouraged to bring a non-perishable food item for the poor to
their Chapter meeting.
GOSPEL REFERENCES
As Dominicans we draw inspiration and guidelines from Sacred Scripture.
Jesus has told us what He would like us to accomplish. Here are three
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selections, among others, to contemplate and to model our preaching, our
mission:

 “He stood up to read and was handed a scroll of the prophet Isaiah. He
unrolled the scroll and found the passage where it was written: ‘The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring glad
tidings to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim liberty to captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, and to
proclaim a year acceptable to the Lord.’” (Luke 4: 16-19)
 “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are they who mourn, for they will be comforted.
Blessed
are the meek, for they will inherit the land.
Blessed are they
who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be satisfied.
Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy.
Blessed
are the clean of heart, for they will see God.
Blessed are the
peacemakers, for they will be called children of God. Blessed are
they who are persecuted for the sake of righteousness, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven.” (Matt. 5: 3-10)
 “Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give
you drink? When did we see you a stranger and welcome you, or naked
and clothe you? When did we see you ill or in prison, and visit you?
And the king will say to them in reply, ‘Amen I say to you, whatever you
did for one of the least brothers of mine, you did for me’” (Matt. 25:3740)
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RESOURCES
“Proclaiming the Gospel in the Order of Preachers ( The Dominicans).” by
Brother Carlos A. Azpiroz Costa, OP (former Master General) This is an excellent
review of preaching that can be adapted to our state of life.
[READ IT AS ATTACHED]

WEB 2.0
“Dominican Preaching” Fr. Dominic Izzo OP does an excellent job in explaining
the concept of the ‘HOLY PREACHING.’
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SWiYrjjJVU&feature=player_embedded
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PROCLAIMING THE GOSPEL IN THE ORDER OF
PREACHERS (THE DOMINICANS)
Brother Carlos A. Azpiroz Costa, OP
Rome, 7 November 2002 Feast of All the Saints of the Order

The Order of Preachers (the Dominicans) "was founded, from the beginning, especially for preaching
and the salvation of souls ". Because of this, we, the sons and daughters of Saint Dominic, offer
ourselves in a new way to the universal Church, dedicating ourselves entirely to the complete
evangelization Word of God to all men and women, groups and communities, believers and nonbelievers and especially the poor . We are conscious that history and the world of humanity are the
places where salvation is achieved. Because of this, attentive to the dynamism of modern society, we
insist on the necessity of establishing our preaching on the new experiences and realities that
contemporary men and women daily bring to the Christian faith. Reading the Acts of the most recent
General Chapters, we can sketch the new "Areopagus" or "frontiers" to which we are called; which are
priorities for the Order and how we can portray our proclamation of the Gospel.

I. THE MISSION OF THE ORDER FROM ITS ORIGINS: "MISSION WITHOUT FRONTIERS"
The emphasis on the missionary and evangelizing character of the Church in Vatican II, in Evangelii
Nuntiandi - which Brother Damian Byrne called the "Carta Magna of the preacher" - makes singularly
clear the foundational project of Dominic. It is the responsibility of the whole Dominican Family, "men
and women together in mission," to realize that project and to set in motion the specific mission of the
Order in the world. Some features that have characterized the Dominican mission from the beginning
are:

The mission of the Order was and must continue to be a mission beyond frontiers.
This mission, situated at the - as fr. Pierre Claverie OP, bishop of Oran in Algeria, called them, "lignes de
fracture" of humanity, which go across our globalized world so often marked by injustice and the
violence of racial, social and religious conflicts.
It demanded and demands of the Dominican community the attitude and practice of itinerancy,
mobility, the continuous displacement towards the new frontiers to which the priorities of our mission
guide us.
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II. THE FRONTIERS ON WHICH WE ARE CALLED TO EVANGELIZE:
1. The frontier between life and death:
The great challenge of justice and peace in the world
The most dramatic and urgent problems that confront contemporary men and women are of a historical
character. They deal with the systems, structures, social practices, politics and economies that put a
great mass of people between life and death. So, the dedication to justice and peace - analysis,
reflection and actions of solidarity - is a criterion of the validation of any Dominican mission, and must
accompany any sphere or modality of our preaching. The example of Bartolomé de las Casas, Antonio de
Montesinos and Pedro de Córdoba in Latin America, like the example of Domingo de Salazar in the east
and the works of Brother Louis Joseph Lebret in our time are illuminating.

2. The frontier between humanity and inhumanity:
The great challenge of the emarginated
The marginalizing structure of today's society produces an ever-increasing number of emarginated men
and women, who come close to the frontier of an inhuman or sub-human life. Among the categories of
emarginated can be found many peoples that suffer from material poverty and a cultural, social,
economic and political marginalization. There are still today, in various forms, victims of "apartheid":
emigrants, dissidents, workers, women, the sick, the young, the old. These are manifest signs of the
absence of the reign of God, and as such, a challenge that takes priority in our reflection, study and
evangelization. The mission of the Dominican community is to inaugurate and show a new model of
communion and participation among all men and women.

3. The Christian frontier:
The challenge of the universal religions
The universal religious traditions give us the experience of God. Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism and Islam
are situated nevertheless, beyond the frontier of the Christian experience of God. Some of these
religious traditions exert a strong influence on contemporary men and women. The dialogue with other
religions brings into question the traditional conceptions of the evangelizing mission of the Church as
well as inauthentic attitudes and models of evangelization. The dialogue must be at once analytical and
self-critical; this presupposes a listening attitude and an inculturated presence, free of any hint of
colonialism, imperialism or fanaticism. Dominic's ideal was to be in mission beyond the frontiers of
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established Christianity, among the Cumbans (this was his dream). The placing of convents in cities and
the presence of the friars in universities for intercultural and inter-religious dialogue give priority to this
challenge of Dominican evangelization.

4. The frontier of religious experience:
The challenge of secular ideologies
Contemporary men and women find themselves in a deeply paradoxical situation: there is a lack of
religion and a yearning for the religious. Secular ideologies explain, in part, this lack and question the old
models of the transmission of Christ's message. Many of these questions, planted by contemporary
thought, remain to be answered. Present in all of these is the interrogative about the person and his or
her future and the critical question about the truth. Atheism, unbelief, secularization, indifference and
laicism are questions that deal strongly with these ideologies. Dialogue on these very subjects can serve
as a critical corrective to the varied manifestations of religious and Christian actions and, at the same
time, suggest a priority area of Dominican evangelization. An important lesson from the origins of
Dominican history has been the capacity of the Order to establish a dialogue between Christ's message
and both classical and emerging cultures. Some examples are: Saint Dominic, who incorporated study in
his foundational project: Thomas Aquinas in the 13th century; the Dominican professors and theologians
of the 16th century; the Dominican theologians at Vatican II. Theology has been creative and prophetic
in the Dominican Family in so far as it has been allowed to be clarified by cultural coordinates. It has
been life-giving in the measure that it has taken as its point of departure the pressing quæstiones
disputatæ of each time.

5. The frontier of the Church:
The challenge of the non-Catholic confessions and other religious movements
The plurality of confessions is a scandal for believers and non-believers. The hidden riches in the diverse
Christian traditions are an invitation to ecumenical dialogue and reconciliation. The theological
reflection of the Order, faithful to its tradition, addresses this challenge. With other overtones, the
frontier of the Church also goes to the phenomenon of the "new religious options". In certain countries
and regions of the world, the growing presence of these "movements" constitutes a challenge for
evangelization. Simple denunciation and anathemas are insufficient. The first ideal of Dominic was to be
in mission beyond the frontiers of "Christianity". The immediate needs of the Church impeded him, and
he carried out his mission among heretics, in the frontiers of the Church. From them he learned and
took models of the evangelical and apostolic life. With them, he was in dialogue without rest. He
questioned them with his witness and fidelity to the communion of the Church.
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III. PRIORITIES OF THE ORDER THAT CORRESPOND TO THESE FRONTIERS:
The Order of Preachers, which participates in the Apostolic Life of the Church, must be always in mission
and position itself on the frontiers. The highest priority of all for us is preaching, "dedicating ourselves
entirely to the complete evangelization of the Word of God". To realize this end, the Order has
reaffirmed four priorities in recent years. These priorities can not be separated one from the other nor
can one be emphasized while diminishing the importance of the others; on the contrary, they are
complementary; each one responds in a different way to the more pressing needs of contemporary
peoples with regard to preaching the Word of God. Neither are they new, but belong wholly to the
charism and tradition of the Order: in the life of Saint Dominic, in the life of the brothers of the 13th
century, in the life of the brothers of the 16th century who arrived in Latin America and the Far East, in
the modern epoch. The four priories are certainly the fruit of our original grace. They are:

1. Catechesis in a dechristianized world: the world of those who grew up in the context of a Christian
tradition, but in fact live on the fringes or outside; indifferent or hostile to the visible community of
believers. This catechesis should be Pascal, to call people to a personal conversion and bring about the
transformation of the world; also, it should promote lay ministries.

2. Evangelization in the context of diverse cultures: oriented towards a philosophical and theological
investigation of cultures, intellectual systems, social movements and religious traditions operative
"outside of historical Christianity". The Order is called to help to give birth to a new way to be Christian
on the various continents. The local communities must identify with the people in a positive attitude of
dialogue and appreciation of their cultural values.

3. Justice and Peace: critical analysis of the origins, forms and structures of injustice in contemporary
societies; evangelical praxis for the liberation and promotion of the whole person. Actions for Justice
and Peace, that they may be prophetic signs in the world, need to be integrated into projects of local,
provincial or regional communities; they must be based in social analysis and biblical and theological
sources; they must support the brothers and sisters who participate at the risk of their lives in
associations and movements in favor of human dignity.

4. Human communication through mass media: in the preaching of the Word of God. The media has
very evidently shown us "the drama of our times": the fracture between human culture and the
evangelical message, between the human word and the word of faith (Evangelii Nuntiandi 20); the
media today constitutes a privileged instrument to provide a culturally intelligible and effective word to
the efficacious proclamation of the whole Gospel. Immersed in a world in which the whole person is
communicative of life or death. This occurs in a process in which there are no spectators; all are actors;
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the vocation of the Order calls us, then, to be preachers, that is, communicators with these
characteristics: conviction, new vision, liberty.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF PREACHING AND ATTITUDES OF THE PREACHER

Evangelization in these frontiers and in accord with these priorities has certain characteristics and
requires some personal and communitarian attitudes :

1. THEOLOGICAL Preaching
This implies a total openness to the whole truth, wherever it is to be found. It demands a profound
reflection and disposition for dialogue (ecumenical, inter religious and cultural). Our preaching has
always been rooted in a profound and scientific study of theology. "Our study must be directed
principally, ardently and diligently to this: that we can be useful to the souls of our neighbors." Since
then our study has been intimately related to the apostolic mission of preaching of the Order. To
dedicate ourselves to study is to respond to a call to "cultivate the human search for the truth". Saint
Dominic encouraged his friars to be useful to souls through an intellectual compassion, to share with
them misericordia veritatis, the mercy of the truth. The crisis of today's world, the scandal of growing
poverty and injustice, confrontation of different cultures, contact with dechristianized peoples; all of this
is a challenge for us. Our practice of theological reflection must prepare us to penetrate profoundly into
the significance of these subjects in the mystery of Divine Providence. Contemplation and theological
reflection give us the capacity to seek ways more suited for today's preaching of the Gospel. This is the
true path we follow so that our preaching be doctrinally true, and not an abstract, intellectual exposition
of some system.

2. COMPASSIONATE Preaching
This demands an attitude of profound compassion for people, especially for those who find themselves
"distant". Only compassion can cure our blindness and make it possible that we see the signs of the
times. Compassion brings humility to our preaching - humility for which we are willing to listen and
speak, to receive and give, that we may influence and be influenced, to be evangelized and to
evangelize. Compassion and humility come only from a profound union with God in Christ. We are
united to God when we imitate the compassion and humble service of Christ. Compassion and humility
are fountains from which emanate the knowledge of the signs of the times, pervading prayer and
contemplation. This is how we contemplate God, who has revealed himself to us through Sacred
Scripture and who manifests his will in the signs of the times.
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3. INCULTURATED AND INCARNATED Preaching
This demands a profound sensibility to the diverse visions of reality that other religions, cultures and
philosophies (incarnation and inculturation) have. It implies an education in order to know how to hope,
to learn, to come to conversion, to be part, integrate and help to purify and elevate that which we find
in these religions, cultures and philosophies.

4. PROPHETIC Preaching
It is the proclamation not of our own knowledge, but of the Word of God, living and life-giving, integral
pronouncement of the revealed Gospel that contains words of eternal life. It is not possible to omit the
serious analysis of the "signs of the times", which proceeds from supernatural principles and is
illuminated through prayer. To discern the signs of the times, we must attend diligently to the cry of the
poor, the oppressed, the emarginated and the tortured, and all those who, because of race, religion and
denouncing injustice, suffer persecution. God talks to us through these cries and also through the
silence of those who have no voice and live in apathy, loneliness and depression.

5. Preaching IN POVERTY
Poverty is not only a form of self-denial, but also a testament and appropriate means that lends
credibility to our preaching; it is a sign of its authority and sincerity. We live in a world that augments
the division between the rich and the poor - as much in rich and poor nations as in rich and poor groups
and people. Moreover, the poor today have a better knowledge of national and international structures
that are the cause of this state of servility and poverty. If in a world such as this we were to present
ourselves as living more with the rich than with the poor, our preaching would not be credible.

6. ITINERANT Preaching
We are men and women in journey. Itinerancy is, in the first place, a spatial concept that implies a
disposition to go on journey, to travel; but our preaching asks of us a social, cultural, ideological and
economic itinerancy. It is an aspect of Dominican spirituality that must inform the whole of our lives and
that is nurtured from diverse biblical experiences from the Hebrew Scriptures as well as those of Jesus,
"The Way" whom Dominic longed to follow as a true evangelical son.
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7. COMMUNITARIAN Preaching
Our preaching is not the solitary effort of isolated individuals. And so, it demands a disposition to
collaborate, to work in groups, to support the efforts of others with a demonstrated interest,
vivaciousness and effective aid. These attitudes have their roots in the essential elements of our
Dominican life: the common life, contemplative prayer, assiduous study, a fraternal community and
consecration through our vows. The communion and universality of the Order also inform its
government in which are exceptional the organic and proportioned participation of all of the parts to
attain the correct ends of the Order. It is a communitarian government in its way and is certainly
appropriate for the promotion of the Order and its frequent revision.

8. SHARED Preaching: THE DOMINICAN FAMILY
The Order was born as a Family. Friars, contemplative nuns, sisters, members of secular institutes and
lay and clerical fraternities and other groups in some manner associated with the Order (among these:
Dominican Youth Movement - IDYM ; Dominican Volunteers International - DVI ) inspire us in the
charism of Dominic. This charism is one and indivisible: the grace of preaching. It is a shared preaching
with our brothers and sisters of the Order who through their baptism live the same common priesthood
and who are consecrated through the same religious profession and through their promise to the same
mission. Our global identity is better manifested through our collaboration with one another. This
collaboration includes: praying together, planning, making decisions and completing projects from a
mutual complementarity that respects equality. These projects include very diverse themes such as
ministries of prayer, teaching, preaching, pastoral animation, justice and peace, the mass media,
investigations and publications, as well as promotion of vocations and formation.

Conclusion: These frontiers, priorities and characteristics of our proclamation of the Gospel are not
"new tasks" that are added to others like a kind of "categorical imperative" or "new way" that excludes
others of yesterday. On the contrary, they express a path of joy and freedom; they express the vocation
of many men and women that have given and give their lives making their own the words of the
Apostle:
" Woe to me if I do not preach the Gospel!" (1 Corinthians 9, 16)
Rome, 7 November 2002
Feast of All the Saints of the Order
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